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BULLET SIMILAR TO PROJECTILE STRIKING PRESIDENT KENNEDY

obtained from the Federal Bureau of Investigation

by Lt. Colonel Pierre A. FINCK, MC, USA.

Full-patch copper-jacketed bullet.

Caliber 6.5-millimeter Mannlicher-Carcano.

Weight : approximately 160 grains ( 10 grams ).

Muzzle velocity approximately 2100 feet per second ( 640 meters per second ).

Muzzle energy approximately 1600 foot-pounds ( 220 kilogram-meters ).

Manufacturer Western Cartridge Company, USA.
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1 February 1965

SUBJECT Personal notes on the Assassination of President Kennedy.

TO Brig. Gen. J. M. Blumberg, MC, USA
The Director
Armed Forces Institute of Pathology
Washington, DC 20305

1. In compliance with your request, attached are Subject notes.

2. Before the " Warren Report ' was published, in September 196h,

I received Directives by telephone, from the White House, through

your Office and through the Naval Medical School in Bethesda,

not to discuss Subject autopsy beyond the contents of the

Warren Report.

3. I wish to take this opportunity to thank you for the confidence

you have shown in my behalf by giving my name to Cdr. Humes,

appointing me as representative of your Institute in the autopsy

of President Kennedy.

-- !

Lt. Colonel Pierre A. FITICK, MC, USA
Chief, Military Environmental Pathology Division &
Chief, Wound Ballistics Pathology Branch
Armed Fforces Institute of Pathology
Washington, DC 20305
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THE AUTOPSY OF PRESIDENT KENNEDY

"by Lt. Colonel Pierre A. FINCK, MC, USA.

Commander Humes, MC, USN, Director of Laboratories, Naval Medical School,

National Naval Medical Center, Bethesda, Maryland, called me at home by

telephone on 22 Nov 1963, 2000 hours. He told me to go immediately to the

Naval Hospital. Brigadier General Blumberg, MC, USA, Director of the Armed

Forces Institute of Pathology, Washington, D. C., had given my name.

I arrived at the Naval Hospital at 2030 hours. I saw a helicopter on the

ground. A seaman escorted me to the autopsy room, guarde Outside by

military personnel and inside by Agents of the U. S. Secret Service.

Rear Admiral Galloway, Commanding the Naval Center, Cdr Humes and Cdr

Boswell, MC, USN, Chief of Pathology, showed me the wounds in the President's

head. The brain, the heart and the lungs had been removed before my arrival.

X ray films of the head and chest had been taken.

Also present in the autopsy room were : Rear Admiral Kenney, Surgeon General

of the Navy; Rear Admiral Burkley, White House Physician; one Army Major

General; a Brigadier General, Air Force Aid to the President; Capt Stover,

MC, USN, Commanding the Naval Medical School; Capt Osborne, MC, USN,

Chief of Surgery; Cdr Ebersole, MC, USN, a radiologist; a Navy photographer;

Navy officers and enlisted men; Agents of the U. S. Secret Service and

Federal Bureau of Investigation ( FBI ).

The Autopsy number assigned lk to the President by the Naval Hospital was

SA-63 -272.
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THE WOUNDS

The scalp of the vertex is lacerated. There is an open comminuted fracture

of the cranial vault, many portions of which are missing.

j The autopsy had been in progress for thirty minutes when I arrived.

Cdr Humes told me that he only had to prolong the lacerations of the scalp

before removing the brain. No sawing of the skull was necessary.

The opening of the large head wound, in the right fronto-parieto-occipital

region, is 130 millimeters ( mm ) in diameter.

I also noticed another scalp wound, possibly of entrance, in the right

occipital region, lacerated and transversal, 15 x 6 mm. Corresponding to

that wound, the skull shows a portion of a crater, the beveling of which is

obvious on the internal aspect of the bone; on that basis, I told the

prosectors and Admiral Galloway that this occipital wound is a wound of

ENTRANCE. No EXIT wound is identifiable at this time in the skull, but close
ortions of cranial vault2

to midnight, are received from DALLAS, Texas. X ray films of these

bone specimens reveal numerous metallic fragments. Two of the bone specimens,

50 mm in diameter, reveal BEVELING when viewed from the external aspect,

thus indicating a wound of EXIT. Most probably, these bone specimens are part

of the very large right skull wound, 130 mm in diameter and mentioned above.

This right fronto-parieto-occipital wound is therefore an EXIT.

There is another wound, in the region of the right trapezius muscle, at

140 mm from the right acromion and at 140 mm from the tip of the right

mastoid process ( I took these measurements ). The wound is OVAL, 7 x 4 mm,

and shows well demarcated edges.



This wound cannot be probed with the soft probe available. There is

subpleural hemorrhage in the right apical mesial region. The apex of the

right lung is hemorrhagic, without laceration of the pleura.

On the basis that there is a wound possibly of entrance, which cannot be

probed through the body, I SUGGEST X RAY FILMS BE TAKEN, ANTEROPOSTERIOR

AND LATERAL, OF THE ENTIRE BODY, BEFORE GOING ANY FURTHER WITH THE AUTOPSY.

This radiologic survey does not reveal any major missile in the President's

cadaver. There are only numerous metallic fragments in the head, in the sagittal

pa"k plane. Some of these are recovered and are turned over to FBI Agents

against receipt. I help the Navy photographer to take photographs of the

occipital wound ( external and internal aspects ) as well as of the wound in

the back.

There is a recent TRACHEOTOMY wound ( transversal incision ) with moderate

hemorrhage in the subcutaneous tissue. Thanks to a telephone call from

Cdr Humes to Dallas, I found out later that the surgeoni in Dallas had

EXTENDED THE EXIT WOUND in the anterior aspect of the neck to make his

tracheotomy. The tracheotomy wound was examined by the three prosectors.

None of us noticed a bullet wound along its course. THE ORGANS OF THE NECK

WERE NOT REMOVED THE PRSSIDENT's FAMILY INSISTED TO HAVE ONLY THE HEAD EXAMINED.

Later, the permission was extended to the CHEST.

Three civilian embalmers from GAWLER FUNERAL HOME prepared the body for burial.

It took four hours to clean, embalm and dress the body of the President.

The cadaver left the Naval Hospital at 0400 hours, 23 November 1963, in a

casket of African mahogany. The officers present saluted the casket

covered with a flag.



After the body was placed into a USN ambulance, to be brought to the White House,

I saw Mrs Jacaueline Kennedy come out of the hospital and get into her car,

protected by the Secret Service. She had the same pink dress she was wearing

in Dallas at the time of the assassination.

On Sunday 24 November 1963, I went to the Naval Hospital to help Cdr Humes

who had written an autopsy report. Humes, Boswell and Finck, the three

prosectors, signed the Autopsy report in the Office of Admiral Galloway.

( I had suggested several corrections in the autopsy report.

While we were checking the autopsy report in the Admiral's office, the Television

announced the murder of Oswald by Ruby ).

In my discussion with Cdr Humes, I stated that we should not check the block
"complete Autopsy " in the Autopsy Report Form. In compliance with the

wishes of the Kennedy family, the prosectors had confined their examinatioio the
head and chest. Humes declared that the block " complete Autopsy " should be

checked.

Cdr Humes called me on 29 Nov 63 that the three prosectors would examine the

brain at the Naval Hospital. I asked if a representative of the Neuropathology

Branch of the Armed Forces Institute of Pathology would be invited to the gross

examination of the brain. Humes told me that no additional persons would be

admitted. Humes, Boswell and myself examined the formalin fixed brain. A US Navy
photographer was present.

DESCRIPTION : The formalin fixed brain weighs 1500 grams. The arteries of the base

show no arteriosclerotic plaques. The left hemisphere shows minimal frontal

and parietal subarachnoid hemorrhage.

* Original reads: "Cdr Humes agreed."



There is a parasagittal laceration of the right cerebral hemisphere, extending

from the frontal to the occipital lobes and exposing the Thalamus.

The Corpus Callosum is lacerated. No metallic fragments are identified but

there are numerous small bone fragments, between one and ten millimeters

in greatest dimension, in the container where the brain was fixed.

The CONVOLUTIONS of the brain are flat and the SULCI are narrow, but this

is interpreted as a fixation artefact because the change was not observed at

the time of autopsy.

COLOR AND BLACK AND WHITE PHOTOGRAPHS are taken by the US Navy photographer

superior and inferior aspects of the brain.

Cdr Humes takes SECTIONS from the subarachnoid hemorrhage of the left

cerebral hemisphere and from the laceration of the right cerebral hemisphere

but does not txks make coronal sections in order to preserve the specimen.

On 13 Dec 1963, I had the opportunity to examine the weapon used to kill

President Kennedy. I saw the 6.5 mm Carcano Italian Short Rifle in the

Firearms Unit of the Federal Bureau of Investigation ( FBI Laboratory ).
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Assassination of President Kennedy
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THE WARREN COMMISSION

On 16 March 1964, I went to the Veterans of Foreign Wars ( VFW ) Building,

200 Maryland Avenue NE, Washington, DC, with Humes and Boswell, to

appear before the Warren Commission. We reported at 1100 hours to

Mr Arlen Specter, Attorney at Law from Philadelphia, who was Counsel

to the Warren Commission appointed by President Johnson to investigate

the assassination of Kennedy.

Mr Specter told us that the Attorney General, Robert Kennedy, brother of

the assassinated President, did not make available to the Commission

the X Ray films and the Photographs taken before and during the autopsy.

I had seen the X ray films in the Autopsy room of the Bethesda Naval Hospital.

The autopsy photographs, taken before and during the at autopsy were turned

over to the US Secret Service in the autopsy room and none of the prosectors

ever saw the processed photographs.

Mr Specter showed us the CLOTHING max* worn by the President, the bullet

recovered from the stricher of Governor Connally and two fragments of bullets,

all showing a copper jacket and all fired by Oswald's rifle. I also

had the opportunity to see the ballistics report k addressed by

J Edgar HOOVER, FBI Director to the President of the Commission, dated

11 March 1964.



k
CLOTHING : There is a hole in the back ix of the Predident's coat,

a portion of which xx was removed by the FBI Laboratory for fibers

study. The hole is approximately 15 cm below the upper adbb edge of the

collar to the right. Another hole is found immediately below the collar

taken by the FBI Lab agents, for fiber control study.

Wki*#uIR~x The shirt of the President, white with brown stripes, and

a Park Avenue shirt shop label, showed abundant blood in the back and

front. There is a bullet hole, in the back and to the right, at 15 cm

from the upper edge of the collar.

Immediately below the upper button of the front is a bullet hole

perforating both fE flaps of the shirt, right and left. There is dry

blood on the margins of both holes. The innermost hole reveals fibers

directed outward, which indicates an EXIT PERFORATION. The mtkkx outermost

hole also shows this outward orientation of the tinily bloody shirt fibers,

but to a lesser extent. These two anterior holes below the collar button

correspond to the exit wound found by the Dallas surgeons at Parkland

Hospital and which was extended for tracheotomy purposes. Dallas records

show that the trachea had been lacerated by the bullet. WE DID NOT HAVE

THIS INFORMATION AT THE TIME OF AUTOPSY.

The TIE worn by Kennedy, a blue silk tie labeled " Monsieur " Christian Dior,

shows a tear of the cloth to the left side of the knot and corresponding

to the two anterior holes in the shirt. The tie knot was not perforated

but GLANCED by the bullet, which is indicated by the fact that the white

padding of the tie is visible and that the blue cloth on the internal

aspect of the knot is intact, which indicates a tangential path on the left

side in relation to the knot.



BALLISTICS REPORT FROM FBI : Ammunition 
used by Oswald is 6.5-mm

Mannlicher-Carcano copper jacketed 
bullet, made by Western Cartridge 

Co.

Bullet weight : approximately 
160 grains. Muzzle velocity approximately

2100 feet per second, kinetic 
energy approximately 1600 foot-pounds.

FBI Report on CLOTHING Perforations of the shirt in 
the anterior

portion below the collar button 
are typical for an EXIT WOUND.

My EXAMINATION OF THE MISSILES

1. One copper jacketed bullet, 
consistent with 6.5 mm caliber.

Approximate length : 30 mm. I 
was told not to touch these missiles 

beaause

the FBI wanted to run more tests. 
The bullet shows rifle markings 

with twist

to the right. The bullet is fully 
jacketed and kept its original 

shape

round nose and parallel edges. 
There is only one area of discoloration 

of the

jacket on the nose, showing a questionably flattened 
area, possibly

corresponding to impact with 
some hard surface.

2. One portion of distorted copper 
jacket, approximately 20 mm in diameter.

3. One portion of copper jacketed 
bullet, approximately 6.5 mm 

in diameter.



MEMBERS OF THE PRESIDENT's COMMISSION PRESENT IN THE ROOM

at the time of my testimony

Chief Justice Earl Warren, age 72.

Allen Dulles, 70, former Director of the Central Intelligence 
Agency.

J.S. Cooper, 62, Republican senator from Kentucky.

G. Ford, 50, Republican Rewaxt Representative from Michigan.

J.J. McCloy, 68, one time US High Commissioner in West 
Germany.

MY TESTIMONY h
Chairman

I was sworn in by Earl Warren, 4L eoea 
of the Commission

My testimony lasted for thirty minutes.

I testified that Kennedy was shot from behind.

One bullet entered the back at 14 cm from 
the right acromion and at

14 cm from the right mastoid process, 
produced ecchymosis of the dome

of the parietal pleura on the right and 
came out in the anterior neck

below the larynx without injuring bones. 
X ray films had ruled kzhkx

out bone injuries along the bullet path.

Another bullet struck Kennedy in the back 
of the head, at 25 mm to the right

of the external occipital protuberance 
and slightly above. The bullet produced

many fragments and an exit wound of tiXQ 
130 mm in the right temporo-

parieto-occipital bone. Many metallic fragments 
were seen on X ray films,

but only Qn &recovered in the right frontal cerebral hemisphere, 
elongated

Capproximately
and black, representing one tenth of the bullet mass.

These fragments measured 7 X 2 and 3 X 1 mm.
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I explained to the Commission on what basis 
I could identify ENTRY and

EXIT wounds in the skull. I brought with me a scheme I had prepared

before the Assassination of Kennedy. I had been working on this

diagram for three years, on and off, bringing 
modifications and

simplifications to it. This diagram applies 
to bones as well as to

a pane of glass or^w lk. My scheme was admitted by Chief Justice Warren

as Exhibit 400 of the Commission. ( A copy 
is attached ).

I also testified that, in my opinion, the oval wound in the right

posterior superior aspect of the chest of 
Kennedy was an ENTRY.

The edges were fairly regular and there 
was black fouling of the edges.
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PERFORATING MISSILE WOUND OF THE SKULL

D....

A - Cranial vault. B Cranial cavity. C Entrance. D - Exit.

Arrows indicate missile path.
Entrance is often smaller than exit because of bullet 'mushrooming' or tumbling and/or secondary missiles.
Note -coning," -cratering." or 'beveling' of the bone.
The diameter of the hole Is smaller on the impact side. (The same differences of diameter apply toa glass pane.)

(Scheme by Scientific Illustration Division, AFIP,
from data provided by La Col Pierre A. Finck, MC, USA. AFIP Neg. 63-4825.)

Scheme prepared before the assassination of Kennedy,

for teaching purposes.

Admitted as Commission Exhibit No. 4oo,

by Chief Justice Earl Warren, on 16 March 1964.

Reproduced in Volume XVII, page 50, of

HEARINGS before the President's Commission on the

Assassination of President Kennedy.
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On 16 March 1964, I also had the opportunity to examine COLOR PRINTS,

approximately 10 X 20 cm, stamped " US Secret Service, Washington, DC
Qsatisfactory

on the back and made from the only color film taken at the time of the

Assassination of Kennedy. An amateur had taken for a g few seconds

the scene of the murder and sold it to LIFE MAGAZINE -

COLOR PRINTS, made from this 8 mm color motion picture, clearly show

how Kennedy slumped forward from a sitting position in the Presidential

car. The last frame does not show Kennedy, completely slumped forward

but his wife, Jacqueline Kennedy, climbing on the trunk of the

car ( a Lincoln, made by the Ford Motor Company ), seeking help for

her husband. This sequence of photographs is compatible with a bullet

hitting Kennedy in the back and with another bullet striking him in the

head, both from behind.

On 16 March 1964., I had spent approximately seven hours with the

WATR'EN C01ISSION.

* Original reads: "for $40,000.(?)"
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On 23 March 1964, I learned from an FBI Agent that the Warren

Commission had asked the FBI to keep all the Exhibits of the Commission,

due to lack of storage facilities on the floor occupied by the

Commission in the VFW Building. The agent told me that he was in

possession of the drawings made in two days by a US Navy enlistef man at

the National Naval Medical Center, before the testimony of the prosectors

and showing the wounds of Kennedy. He also had Commission Exhibit 400,

the scheme demonstrating a perforating missile wound of the skull,

that I had submitted to the Commission.

All evidence and related material connected with Kennedy's Assassination

and kept by the Firearms Unit of the FBI Laboratory occupied four

cabinets, each 77 X 36 X 18 inches ( 195 X 91 X 45 centimeters ).



On 14 April 1964, I appeared again before the Warren Commission

for a hearing. I spent five hours at the Veterans of Foreign Wards

Building, 200 Maryland Avenue, NE.

INDIVIDUALS PRESENT were : Mr Specter, Mr Rankin, Mr Eisenberg,

Counsels of the Commission; FBI and Secret Service Agents;

Cdrs Humes and Boswell; Drs F.W. Light and Olivier, from the US Army

Arsenal, Edgewood, Md.

I saw a copy of the 8 millimeter maxxa color motion picture

film taken by an amateur and sold to LIFE magazine )
I saw the movie several times, at 18 frames per second and at slow motion.

I also saw the 35 millimeter color lantern slides made from this movie,

frame by frame. The movie and the slides show the President slumping

forward after being hit in the back. Then it seems that Governor Connally

has a spastic expression on his face, as he had been hit. His thigh is

"not visible and there is no evidence that blood appeared on his xkyxwk

injured right wrist. THEN CAME THE SHOT THROUGH KENNEDY's HEAD.

l I had the opportunity to examine the clothing of Governor Connally.

The Governor was scheduled to come to Washington during April, we were

told. The COAT showed one hole in the back, on the right, at mid-distance

between the upper edge and the lower edge of the right shoulder seem,

close to the seem, at approximately 20 centimeters from the upper edge of the

collar. One hole in the right anterior portion, at approximately 30 cm

from the collar. One hole in the anterior edge of the x right wrist.

The TROUSERS revealed one hole in the anterior portion of the knee.

The SHIRT disclosed dry brown discoloration, probably blood. We were told

that the shirt was sent to a Texan Senator, and had been cleaned and pressed

iaing before being submitted to the Investigators 'Holes in back and front

.-r[ lnr'-r ta iv ccn-.t Some holes seemed to have been enlarged by scissors

* Original reads: "for $40,000."



The shirt of Texas Governor Connally also showed a hole in the

right cuff.

( I did not have the opportunity to make exact measurements of these holes

in the clothing of Connally. I wrote this description from memory,

within two hours following my return from the Commission ).

I also examined the REPLICA of the 6.5-mm Italian

short rifle that killed Kennedy. Attached to the rifle was a,Japanese

optical device, magnifying four times and similar to the one used by

Oswald.

The FBI made an excellent small scale reproduction

of the buildings of Dallas, representing the scene of the assassination.

1.
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b;,r Lt. Col. Finck



SUMMARY

On the recommendation of Brigadier General Blumberg, Director

of the Armed Forces Institute of Pathology and at the request of

C o ander Humes, MC, USN, Director of Laboratories, Naval Medical

School, who called me at home by telephone, I went to the National

Naval Medical Center, Bethesda, Maryland, where I arrived at

0D3o
approximately .aK4U hours on 22 November 1963. The autopsy of

President Kennedy was in progress. The radiologist had studied the

radiographs of the head revealing numerous small metallic fragments.

I examined the wounds. The scalp of the back of the head

showed a small laceration, 15 X 6 mm. Corresponding to this lesion,

I found a through-and-through wound of the occipital bone, with a

crater visible from the inside of the cranial cavity. This bone

wound showed no crater when viewed from outside the skull. On the

basis of this pattern of the occipital bone perforation, I stated

that the wound in the back of the head was an entrance. Later in

the evening, I examined three bone fragments sent from Dallas and

corresponding to the large head wound approximately 130 mm. in

diameter in the right side of the cranial vault. After identifying

their anatomic external and internal surfaces, I noticed that the

beveling of the fragments was apparent when viewed from outside. I

stated then that these portions of bone were part of a wound of exit.

Therefore, the large irregular wound in the right side of the cranial

vault was a wound of exit.



The wound in the upper back of the President, to the right of

the mid-line was oval and had a regular, soiled inverted margin. I'

stated that this was an entrance. My attempt to probe the path of

the bullet was unsuccessful. I examined the tracheotomy skin wound

and the trachea and did not find evidence of a bullet wound. Having

a wound of entrance in the back and no corresponding exit, I requested

a whole body radiographic survey, the results of which were negative.

There was no bullet in the President's cadaver except the metallic

fragments seen in the head. It was only after the autopsy that the

prosectors learned, thanks to a telephone call of Cdr. Humes to Dallas,

that the small wound of exit in the front of the neck had been extended

by the Dallas surgeons at the time of their tracheotomy.

I testified before the Warren Commission on 16 March 1964.

Chief Justice Warren swore me in. The Commission admitted as Exhibit

400 the schematic representation of a perforating missile wound of

the skull that I had prepared for teaching purposes at the Armed

Forces Institute of Pathology before the assassination.

When the'tarren Report" became public on 28 September 1964,

I learned that independent experiments made without my knowledge at

the U. S. Army Arsenal, Edgewood, Maryland with the 6 .5-mm. rifle of

Lee Harvey Oswald and ammunition similar to that of the assassination,

had confirmed my opinion regarding the perforating wound of the head

and the entrance wound of the back.



After the publication of the Warren Report, numerous physicians

criticized the autopsy protocol that did not describe the adrenal glands

of Kennedy who suffered from-adrenal insufficiency. The prosectors

complied with the autopsy permit and its restrictions. I was told that

the Kennedy family first authorized the autopsy of the head only and then

extended the permission to the chest. Organs of the neck were not removed,

because of the same restrictions. I feel that the prosectors accomplished

their MISSION that was to determine the direction of the shots and the

cause of death. The head wound was definitely fatal. There were mwH rumors

- and even testimonies - that the President had been shot from behind and

from the front. I established that Kennedy had two wounds of entrance in the

back : one in the back of his head and one in his upper back at the base of

the neck. After the completion iXh of the post mortem examination, the

Su 4Ron General of the Navy told us not to discuss the autopsy with anyone,

even among prosectors or with the investigators involved.

I was denied the opportunity to examine the clothing of

Kennedy.

-*

I yaw the clothing of Kennedy, for the first time, on 16 March 1964, at

the Warren Commission, before my testimony, more than three months after the

autopsy.

* Original reads: "One officer who out-ranked me told me that my request was
only of academic interest. The same officer did not agree to state in the

autopsy report that the autopsy was incomplete, as I had suggested to indicate."



I saw the x-ray films of the body but I never saw the

photographs of the wounds that I had helped to take. They were turned

over to the U. S. Secret Service. Agents of the Federal Bureau of

Investigation took custody of the two metallic fragments recovered

from the cerebral cortex.

Despite the incomplete or the inaccurate information we had

at the time of the autopsy ( for example, we were told that a bullet

had been found on Kennedy's stretcher whereas it was on Connally's ),

the autopsy conclusions were verified by other examinations, such as

gross, microscopic and spectrographic study of the clothing ( FBI ),

and by independent experiments such as those conducted by scientists

in Wound Ballistics at the U. S. Army Arsenal, Edgewood, Maryland.

More-details are available in the Report of the President's

Commission on the Assassination of President Kennedy ( " Warren Report " )

and in the 26 volumes of hearings and testimonies, all published by

the U. S. Government Printing Office. See Mail Order Forms attached.

Lt. Colonel Pierre A. FINCK, MC, USA
04 043 322
Chief, Military Environmental Pathology Division and
Chief, Wound Ballistics Pathology Branch
ARMED FORCES INSTITUTE OF PATHOLOGY
Washington, D.C.



COMMENT:

From the viewpoint of wound ballistics, the assassination

of President Kennedy illustrates the role of the tissue

in. the wounding power of a projectile.

The first bullet that struck Kennedy in the back at a distance

of approximately 180 feet (55 meters) and came out in the anterior

portion of his neck did not strike bone and did not disintegrate.

The second bullet that struck Kennedy in the back of the head at

a distance of approximately 270 feet (82 meters) disintegrated

into numerous metallic fragment~s.

The two bullets were within the same range of kinetic energy.

The muzzle energy was approximately 1600 foot-pounds (220

kilogram-meters).

The first bullet produced small entrance and exit wounds.

The second bullet made a small entry and a very large exit in

the head.

The 6.5-millimeter Mannlicher-Carcano bullet made by the Western

Cartridge Company is approximately 30 mm. in length and 160 grains

(10 grams) in weight. It has a full copper-jacket, a round nose

and parallel edges. It has great stability

PIERRE A. FINCK
Lt Colonel, MC, USA
Chief, Wound Ballistics Pathology Branch
Armed Forces Institute of Pathology
Washington, D.C. 20305
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By ].5 Feb 1965

Warren Report ( paper cover and cloth bound )

more than JIO,000 volumes sold.
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Twenty-six Volumes of Hearings :

more than 1300 sets sold.
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MAIL ORDER FORMS printed by the U. S. Government Printing Office ( 1964 ).

Over 125,000 copies sold! Limited supply available

Complete 900-paike official Government edition

REPORT ON THE ASSASSINATION OF
PRESIDENT JOHN F. KENNEDY

Popularly referred to as the WARREN REPORT, this is the report of the President's Com-

mission on the assassination of President Kennedy.

The Commission, after an exhaustive and intensive investigation, presents here its findings

and conclusions concerning the assassination of the 35th President of the United States,

John F. Kennedy.

Cloth Binding, $3.25 $2.50, Paper Binding

Blue Cloth Cover, Presidential Blue Paper Cover, Title Printed
Seal and Title Stamped in Gold

To obtain your copy, please use order blank on reverse side

I LIMITED SUPPLY ORDER YOUR SET NOW

INVESTIGATION OF THE ASSASSINATION
OF PRESIDENT JOHN F. KENNEDY

* HEARINGS * EXHIBIT MATERIALS * DEPOSITIONS

I ... published in connection with the report of the President's Commission on the Assassination of
President John F. Kennedy and which form the basis for the Report.

26 VOLUME-S $6;no per set
To be sold in sets only-Individual volumes will not be sold

SolfJ o n Cy G;rO-Mnme f;rct.corworJ key.tc kvn~n r~o nmnovlWonKo
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ARMED FORCES INSTITUTE OF PATHOLOGY

[AUWO . JMB/bmk3~AI *0m.seff,

11 January 1965

SUBJECT: Letter of Appreciation

TO: Lt. Colonel Pierre A. Finck, MC

1. I have known for many months of the invaluable
service that you rendered to the United States Government
on the tragic night in which you served so well at the
autopsy of the late President Kennedy. I am sure that no
fact was left undone as regards the forensic aspects in
this tragedy. With your full knowledge in the field of
wound ballistics and medical legal science you have ren-
dered a real service.

2. It is a pleasure for me to once again commend you
personally for your role.

5~ md.

5 Incl JoM LMEG-,
1. Cy of ltr from Brigadier General, Wv USA

General Counsel, The Director
President's Com.
on Assassination of
President Kennedy

2. Cy of ltr from Secly
of Defense

3. Cy of 1st Ind. Chief, PRNC
4. Cy of Ltr from Chief# BUMED
5. Ltr from CO# NNUC

Copies furnished:
Personnel
AFIP Historical File

.



NATIONAL NAVAL MEDICAL CENTER
o 9E-h~9A 1A MBETRYHENS D A14 MRY AND

NN?.EC"'O5"qf
.650o

JAN 4 1965
From: Commanding Officer, National Naval Medical Center
To: LTCOL P. A. FINCK, USA
Via: The Director, Armed Forces Institute of Pathology,

Valter Reed Army Medical Center, Waahingto D. C., 20305

Subj: Letter of appreciation

Encl: (1) Copy of subject letter

1. It is vith pleasure that I forward a copy of enclosure (1)
vith qy edded thanks and sincere appreciation of the difficult
.nd delicate tasks cited.

C. B. 7.
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
.MaU OF MJOICNm Su wna

WASNOTW0, D.C. mm RM SV
. >BUM-3175-s

10 Deceer 1964

rrom: Chief, Buru of Medicine and Surgery
To: Coanding Officer, National Naval Medical Center,

Bethesda, Maryland
Via: Commandant, Potooac liver Naval Command, Washington Navy yard,|

Washington, D. C.

Subj: Latter of appreciation

Incl: (1) Copy of J. Lao Rankin, General Counsel, President's
Commission the Assassination of President Kennedy,
ltr dtd 13 Nov 1964

(2) Copy of )omorandum from the Secretary of Defense dtd
24 Nov 1964

1. Your Staff and you are congratulated on your excellent attitude
and efficiency that has made such an impression on the Honorable J. Lao
Rankin as to warrant his fine remarks. I would also like to take this
opportunity to express my appreciation for those who participated in
the work of the Comission on the assassination of President Kennedy.

2. A copy of enclqsures (1) end (2) are being sent to the Bureau of
Naval Personnel for inclusion ia your official record.

.. C. ,,K!

. ' *t'.!I
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Code 26 1l
1650(269)

96~53
FIRST ENDCRSEHENT on Chief, BuMed ltr BUMED-3175-as of ls W v6
Froms Cor"undant, Potomac River Navel Command
To& Commanding Officer, National Navel Medical Center

Subjs Letter of appreciation

1. Delivered noting with pleasure the comments by the Honorable J. Lee
Rankin on the outstanding assistance provided by the National Naval
Medical Center to the Warren Commission In the preparation of the report
on the assassination of the late President Kennedy.

2. A "Well Done' to all personnel who assisted the Warren Cormission
-in the preparation of Its report.

Copy tos

1''
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M AMORANDUM FOR The Socrotary of the Army -
Tho Socrotary of the Navy '

.. Tho Socretary of the Air Force
Conunandant of tbh Marint Corps
Assiatant Socretary of Defense (Administratio) V
Acting Gaenral Counsel

* Attchod.hareto to a latter from the Honorable J. Lco.Rankin.
Csonoral Counsel of the Preoident's Commiacion on the Assassi-

. 2 ; a rtion of President Kennedy. In that letter he generously ex- . ,
* proescos hi and the Commiosion'& approciation for the cooperation

Sof the many poroons .in tho Dopartmont of Defense who participated
i.n the work of the Conmtosioan.

To Mr. Rankin's commendation I add my own for~the wholohearted
.upport of the work of the Commission by all in Defense who were
Sortunate-nough to bo called upon to assist in this historic ,d,

%ariticaUy importwun endeavor.

** ; . * .: .. '{ l
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PRESIDENT'S COMMISSION

ON TH8E

S' ASSASSNATION OF PRZSIDZNT KENNEDY

HALE 200 Maryland Ave. NIL.

: BA.E.RL WARREN. Waw- gton D.G_ 202 J. EZ N XN. I

SRAD B. RUSSELL Tcl-pho 543-1400
. 4; . x;O.HN SHERMAN COOPERI

a HALEaoGGs
GERALD R. FORD
JOHN t.McCLOY * OV 1 3 A64
ALLEN W. D

The .Honorable

The Secretary of Defense

I;tr dear Mr. Secretlary:

On behalf of the Commission and myself I wrish to than.k

you for the assistance the Commission received from the Department

of Defense in the investigation of the assassination of President;

John F.il n-nray..-

4 I.n the wor'k, because of the special skills that were

-possessed by persons in various sections or aagencies of the Department,

J, v.ne freely ranged from the Air Force for transportation and historians {

to other areas for secretaries and clerical personnel, to TSA for

help on cryptography problems, the Marine Corps and Army for marks- D

m-nship and wound ballistics assistance, the Naval Medical Center 77F
for autopsy records and the skill of medical experts, and many others

4too mz-erous to list ih this mznner. In every case, a mere recv':ctvA V'as suficient to obtain full and unlimited cooperation and assistance.

We even imposed upon the Departnent by obtaining numerous extensions

wiuth regard to stenographic and clerical help because of our inability

to complete the investigation within the various time limits that F
we had set for ourselves and hoped to achieve.

We are especially grateful to you and all of your good
people for bearing with us and beirg so generous in your help, all

of which became so necessary td the success of our endeavors.

it would be greatly appreciated ifo you would convey

the Commission's deep sense of gratitude to the Secretaries of the

z .3CZ . ;,.

'; ' .- 
'
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J. J. .he

three services, the Corandant on the . Arine Corps, and your own

General Counsel and Director of Personnel.

'With kindest personal regards, I rezmain

Sincerely,

J. Lee Ranrin

S..General Counsel

J-,,.. .- II-
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S. .- The Washington Post

2 June 1964

or ;i.i R~port Due to NanMe
Oswald Lone Killer

A6|aeoctod rr.m ;
The Warren commission's The eommission plans toI report on President Kenne- call several more witnesses,

* dy's assassination Is expected Including Mr. Kennedy's wid-ow, who will testiIy at ato substantiate the original secret tI i e and place.
FBI finding that Lee Harvey The commission has heard
Oswald, acting alone, mur- some 400 'witnesses, Along

, dered Mr. Kennedy. with having examined thou-
The commission has com- sands of Investigative reports

pleted its basil work and set and at least 800 pieces- of
'the end of the month as the physical evidence. They are

. trget date for a report ex- said to have overwhelmingly,
S'peted to detail the evidence substantiated the FBI finding

t Oswald-was the assassin that. put thejfinger on Oawald!
and acted alone."' alone. A,

~.r11
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HISTORICAL NOTES
A Compendium of

., Curious Coincidences
Wherever collectors of odd facts con-gregate these days, the conversation 

Malmost invariably turns to the uncanny
parallels in the lives-and deaths-of
Abraham Lincoln and John F. Kenne-

X dy. How ever it started, it has added up
@ to a comnpcndium of curious coinci-

dences. Last week even the G.O.P. Con-

. gressional Committee Newsletter, with

r7-7

,u \.s.. " f '

7N

OSWALD BOOTH
Two assassins, 15 letters each.

Ia circulation among 15,000 Republi-
cans, joined in the game with its own
list. There were no political motives,
explained Newsletter Editor Edward
Neff. "We just thought of them as in-
teresting." Among the fascinating facts:

Lincoln was elected in 1860, Ken-
nedy in 1960. Both were deeply in-
volved in the civil rights struggle. The
names of each contain seven letters.
The wife of each President lost a son

.4 g. when she was First Lady. Both Presi-
dents were shot on a Friday. Both were o:shot in the head, from behind, and in :j4
the presence of their wives. Both presi-

,, dential assassins were shot to death be-
s fore they could be brought to trial. The

names John Wilkes Booth and Lee Har-
Svey Oswald each contain 15 letters. Lin-coin and Kennedy were succeeded by :m

. Southerners named Johnson. Tennessee's
'Andrew Johnson, who followed Lincoln,
was born in 1808; Texan Lyndon John-
son was born in 1908.

As these coincidences have been cir-
; culated, the facts have been embellished

more than a little to fit. Many of the
lists have it that Booth was born in 1839
and Oswald in 1939. Booth, in fact,
was born in 1838. Some accounts point

i out that Lee Oswald shot Kennedy from
a warehouse and ran to a theater, while

. Booth shot Lincoln in a theater and
ran to a warehouse. But Booth's refuge,

: where he was killed twelve days after
shooting Lincoln, was in fact a tobacco- NOTE : 194 Republican Presidential
curing barn. Beyond this the twists have

Sgotten ridiculous. It has been noted that candidate was Senator Goldwater.Kennedy was shot while riding in a Lin- cri
Coln made by Ford. Lincoln of course
was shot in Ford's Theater. In the end
there is one fillip that has caused someP political eyebrows to swivel: Andrew ( Sourc TME Hagazine 21 Aug 1964 )
Johnson, after he filled out the remain-
.icr of Lincoln's second tw-rnm. was fol-

,lowed in the White House by a Repub-
,lican whose last name began with G.

l 19
i --
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PRISIDSIT' CouIsSoIO

ON THS

AUsiINATION OF PRISIDENT KENNDT:

30 Mwbykd Ae NA.
WI, WARED. WAMsn, D.C XM2 . LE SANE

mD z T&ph 043-im

CUADILFORD September 24, 1y

The President
The White House
VaahiLagton, D. C.

Dear Kr. President:

Your Commission to investigate the assassination

of President Kennedy on November 22, 1963, having complete4

its assignment in accordance vith Executive Order No. 11130

of November 29, 1963, herewith submits its final report.

Respectfully,

Ea *a, (

Aoen -W. Dulclee

Joh J. mC 'o



to the exclusion of all other weapons. Similarly, firearms identifica-
tion experts are able to compare the markings left upon the base of
cartridge cases and thereby determine whether both cartridges were
fired by the same weapon to the exclusion of all other weapons.
According to Frazier, such an identification "is made on the presence
of sufficient. individual microscopic characteristics so that a very defi-
nite pattern is formed and visualized on the two surfaces." 140 Under
some circumstances, as where the bullet or cartridge case is seriously

I mutilated, there are not suflicient individual characteristics to enable
the expert to make a firm identification.'41

After making independent examinations, both Frazier and Nicol
positively identified the nearly whole bullet from the stretcher and
the two larger bullet fragments found in the Presidential limousine
as having been fired in the C2766 Mannlicher-Carcano rifle found
in the Depository to the exclusion of all other weapons.' 42 Each of
the two bullet fragments had sufficient unmutilated area to provide
the basis for an identification.143 . However, it was not possible to
determine whether the two bullet fragments were from the same bullet
or from two different bullets.'44 With regard to the other bullet f rg-
ments discovered in the limousine and in the course of treating Presi-
dent Kennedy and Governor Connally, however, expert examination
could demonstrate only. that the fragments were "similar in metallic
composition" to each other, to the two larger fragments and to the
nearly whole bullet.'" After examination of the three cartridge cases
found on the sixth floor of the Depository, Frazier and Nicol concluded
that they had been fired in the C2766 Mannlicher-Carcano rifle to
the exclusion of all other weapons.'46 Two other experts from the
Federal Bureau of Investigation, who made independent examinations
of the nearly whole bullet, bullet fragments and cartridge cases,
reached the identical conclusions.'-

THE BULLET WOUNDS |1-
In considering the question of the source of the shots fired at Presi- H,

dent Kennedy and Governor Connally, the Commission has also eval-
uated the expert medical testimony of the doctors who observed the
wounds during the emergency treatment at Parkland Hospital and
during the autopsy at Bethesda Naval Hospital. It paid particular
attention to any wound characteristics which would be of assistance
in identifying a wound as the entrance or exit point of a missile.
Additional information regarding the source and nature of the in-
juries was obtained by expert examination of the clothes worn by the
two men, particularly those worn by President Kennedy, and from
the results of special wound ballistics tests conducted at the Commis-
sion's request, using the C2766 Mannlicher-Carcano rifle with am-
munition of the same type as that used and found on November 22,
1968.
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The President's Head Wounds

The detailed autopsy of President Kennedy performed on the night
of November 22 at the Bethesda Naval Hospital led the three examin-
ing pathologists to conclude that the smaller hole in the rear of the
President's skull was the point of entry and that the large opening
on the right side of his head was the wound of exit.1'48 The smaller
hole on the back of the President's head measured one-fourth of an
inch by five-eiglhths of an inch (6 by 15 millimeters)."4' The dimen-
sions of that wound were consistent with having been caused by a
6.5-millimeter bullet fired from behind and above which struck at a
tangent or an angle causing a 15-millimeter cut. The cut reflected a
larger dimension of entry than the bullet's diameter of 6.5 millimeters,
since the missile, in effect, sliced along the skull for a fractional dis-
tance until it entered.'I The dimension of 6 millimeters, somewhat
smaller than the diameter of a 6.5-millimeter bullet, was caused byJ
the elastic recoil of the skull which shrinks the size of an opening after
a missile passes through it.L"'

Lt. Col. Pierre A. Finck, Chief of the Wound Ballistics Pathology
Branch of the Armed Forces Institute of Pathology, who has had
extensive experience with bullet wounds, illustrated the characteri3-
tics which led to his conclusions about the head wound by a chart
prepared by him. This chart, based on Colonel Finck's Studies of
more than 400 cases, depicted the effect of a perforating missile wound
on the human skull."- When a bullet enters the skull (cranial vault)
at one point and exits at another, it causes a beveling or cratering
effect where the diameter of the hole is smaller on the impact side than
on the exit side. Based on his observations of that beveling effect
on the President's skull, Colonel Finck testified: "President Kennedy
was, in my opinion, shot from the rear. The bullet entered in the
back of the head and went out on the right side of his skull he
was shot from above and behind." us 0

Comdr. James J. Humes, senior pathologist and director of
laboratories at the Bethesda Naval Hospital, who acted as chief
autopsy surgeon, concurred in Colonel Finck's analysis. He com-
pared the beveling or coning effect to that caused by a BB shot
which strikes a pane of glass, causing a round or oval defect on the
side of the glass where the missile strikes and a belled-out or coned-out
surface on the opposite side of the glass.'" Referring to the bullet
hole on the. back of President Kennedy's head, Commander Humes
testified: "The wound on the inner table, however, was larger and
had what in the field of wound ballistics is described as a shelving or
coning effect." 155 After studying the other hole in the President's
skull, Commander Humes stated: "* * * we concluded that the large
defect to the upper right side of the skull, in fact, would represent
a wound of exit." 15 Those characteristics led Commander Humes
and Comdr. J. Thornton Boswell, chief of pathology at Bethesda
Naval Hospital, who assisted in the autopsy, to conclude that the bullet
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penetrated the rear of the President's head and exited through a l
large wound on the right side of his head.''

Ballistics experiments (discussed more fully in app. X, pp. 585-586)
showed that the rifle and bullets identified above were capable of
producing the President's head wound. The Wound Ballistics Branch
of the U.S. Army laboratories at Edgewood Arsenal, Md., conducted
an extensive series of experiments to test the effect of Western Car-
tridge Co. 6.5-millimeter bullets, the type found on Governor Con-
nally's stretcher and in the Presidential limousine, fired from the
C2766 Mannlicher-Carcano rifle found in the Depository. The Edge-
wood Arsenal tests were performed under the immediate supervision
of Alfred G. Olivier, a doctor who had spent 7 years in wounds bal-
listics research for the U.S. Army.'"

One series of tests, performed on reconstructed inert human skulls,
demonstrated that the President's head wound could have been caused
by the rifle and bullets fired by the assassin from the sixth-floor
window. The results of this series were illustrated by the findings on
one skull which was struck at a point closely approximating the
wound of entry on President Kennedy's head. That bullet blew out
the right side of the reconstructel skull in a manner very similar to
the head wound of the.President."- As a result of these tests, Dr.
Olivier concluded that a Western Cartridge Co. 6.5 bullet fired from
the C2766 Mannlicher-Carcano rifle at a distance of 90 yards would
make the same type of wound as that found on the President's head.
Referring to the series of tests, Dr. Olivier testified:

It disclosed that the type of head wounds that the President
received could be done by this type of bullet. This surprised
me very much, because this type of stable bullet I didn't think
would cause a massive head wound, I thought it would go
through making a small entrance and exit, but the bones of the
skull are enough to deform the end of this bullet causing it to
expend a lot of energy and blowing out the side of the
skull or blowing out fragments of the skull.'" ! C0

After examining the fragments of the bullet which struck the recon- H j
structed skull, Dr. Olivier stated that-

the recovered fragments were very similar to the ones recovered
on the front seat and on the floor of the car.

This, to me, indicates that those fragments did come from the
bullet that wounded the President in the head.1"

The President's Neck Wounds

During the autopsy at Bethesda Naval Hospital another bullet
wound was observed near the base of the back of President Kennedy's
neck slightly to the right of his spine which provides further enlight-
enment as to the source of the shots. The hole was located approxi-
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mately 5Y2 inches (14 centimeters) from the tip of the right shoulder l
joint and approximately the same distance below the tip of the right
mastoid process, the bony point immediately behind the ear.-e The
wound was approximately one-fourth by one-seventh of an inch (7 by
4 millimeters), had clean edges, was sharply delineated, and had
margins similar in all respects to those of the entry wound in the
skull.'" Commanders Humes and Boswell agreed with Colonel
Finck's testimony that this hole-l

is a wound of entrance. * * The basis for that con-
elusion is that this wound was relatively small with clean edges.
It was not a jagged wound, and that is what we see in wound of
entrance at a long range.1"

The autopsy examination further disclosed that, after entering the
President, the bullet passed between two large muscles, produced a
contusion on the upper part of the pleural cavity (without penetrating
that cavity), bruised the top portion of the right lung and ripped the
windpipe (trachea) in its path through the President's neck., 6" The
examining surgeons concluded that the wounds were caused by the
bullet rather than the tracheotomy performed at Parkland Hospital.
The nature of the bruises indicated that the President's heart and
lungs were functioning when the bruises were caused, whereas there
was very little circulation in the President's body when incisions on
the President's chest were made to insert tubes during the tracheot-
omy.1" No bone was struck by the bullet which passed through the
President's body.ls6 By projecting from a point of entry on the rear
of the neck and proceeding at a slight downward angle through the
bruised interior portions, the doctors concluded that the bullet exited
from the front portion of the President's neck that had been cut away
by the tracheotomy.168 A'

Concluding that a bullet passed through the President's neck, the
doctors at Bethesda Naval Hospital rejected a theory that the bullet
lodged in the large muscles in the back of his neck and fell out through ilL
the point of entry when external heart massage was applied at Park-
land Hospital. In the earlier stages of the autopsy, the surgeons were
unable to find a path into any large muscle in the back of the neck.
At that time they did not know that there had been a bullet hole in the
front of the President's neck when he arrived at Parkland Hospital
because the tracheotomy incision had completely eliminated that evi-
dence.10 While the autopsy was being performed, surgeons learned 1
that a whole bullet had been found at Parkland Hospital on a stretcher
which, at that time, was thought to be the stretcher occupied by the
President. This led to speculation that the bullet might have pene-
trated a short distance into the back of the neck and then dropped out |i
onto the stretcher as a result of the external heart massage.""

Further exploration during the autopsy disproved that theory. The l
surgeons determined that the bullet had passed between two large strap
muscles and bruised them without leaving any channel, since the bullet
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merely passed between them.1 7 ' Commander Humes, who believed
that a tracheotomy had been performed from his observations at the
autopsy, talked by telephone with Dr. Perry early on the morning of
November 23, and learned that his assumption was correct and that
Dr. Perry had used the missile wound in the neck as the point to make
the incision.'I' This confirmed the Bethesda surgeons' conclusion
that the bullet had exited from the front part of the neck.

The findings of the doctors who conducted the autopsy were con-
sistent with the observations of the doctors who treated the President
at Parkland Hospital. Dr. Charles S. Carrico, a resident surgeon at
Parkland, noted a small wound approximately one-fourth of an inch
in diameter (5 to 8 millimeters) in the lower third of the neck below the
Adam's apple." 3 Dr. Malcolm 0. Perry, who performed the trache-
otomy, described the wound as approximately one-fifth of an inch in
diameter (5 millimeters) and exuding blood which partially hid edges
that were "neither cleancut, that is, punched out, nor were they very
ragged." 1 7' Dr. Carrico testified as follows:

Q Based on your observations on the neck wound alone did you
have a sufficient basis to form an opinion as to whether it was an
entrance or an exit wound ?

A. No, sir; we did not. Not having completely evaluated all
the wounds, traced out the course of the bullets, this wound would
have been compatible with either entrance or exit wound depenid-
ing upon the size, the velocity, the tissue structure and so forth.251

The same response was made by Dr. Perry to a similar query:

Q, Based on the appearance of the neck wound alone, could it
have been either an entrance or an exit wound ?

: - A. It could have been either.1'-

Then each doctor was asked to take into account the other known facts,
such as the autopsy findings, the approximate distance the bullet
traveled and tested muzzle velocity-of the assassination weapon. With
these additional factors, the doctors commented on the wound on the
front of the President's neck as follows:

Dr. CARRICO. With those facts and the fact as I understand it
no other bullet was found this would be, this was, I believe, was an
exit wound."'

Dr. Pmmyr. A full jacketed bullet without deformation passingI
through skin would leave a similar wound for an exit and entrance
wound and with the facts which you have made available and with
these assumptions, I believe that it was an exit wound."8 l

Other doctors at Parkland Hospital who observed the wound prior
to the tracheotomy agreed with the observations of Drs. Perry and
Carrico."' The bullet wound in the neck could be seen for only a short
time, since Dr. Perry eliminated evidence of it when he performed
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the tracheotomy. He selected that spot since it was the point where
such an operation was customarily performed, and it was one of the
safest and easiest spots from which to reach the trachea. In addition,
there was possibly an underlying wound to the muscles in the neck, the
carotid artery or the jugular vein, and Dr. Perry concluded that the
incision, therefore, had to be low in order to maintain respiration.180

Considerable confusion has arisen because of comments attributed
to Dr. Perry concerning the nature of the neck wound. Immediately
after the assassination, many people reached erroneous conclusions
about the source of the shots because of Dr. Perry's observations to
the press. On the afternoon of November 22, a press conference.
was organized at Parkland Hospital by members of the White House
press staff and a hospital administrator. Newsmen with microphones
and cameras were crowded into a room to hear statements by Drs.
Perry and William Kemp Clark, chief neurosurgeon at Parkland,
who had attended to President Kennedy's head injury. Dr. Perry de-
scribed the situation as "bedlam." I8 ' The confusion was compounded
by the fact that some questions were only partially answered before i
other questions were asked. 1 '2

At the news conference, Dr. Perry answered a series of hypothetical
questions and stated to the press that a variety of possibilities could
account for the President's wounds. He stated that a single bullet
could have caused the President's wounds by entering through the
throat, striking the spine, and being deflected upward with the point
of exit being through the head.163 This would have accounted for the
two wounds he observed, the hole in the front of the neck and the
large opening in the skull. At that time, Dr. Perry did not know
about either the wound on the back of the President's neck or the
small bullet-hole wound in the back of the head. As described in
chapter II, the President was lying on his back during. his entire
time at Parkland. The small hole in the head was also hidden from
view by the large quantity of blood which covered the President's head.
Dr. Perry said his answers at the press conference were intended to
convey his theory about what could have happened, based on his imr-
ited knowledge at the time, rather than his professional opinion about
what did happen. 184 Commenting on his answers at the press confer- i
ence, Dr. Perry testified before the Commission:

I expressed it [his answers] as a matter of speculation that this
was conceivable. But, again, Dr. Clark [who also answered
questions at the conference] and I emphasized that we had no way
of knowing.1"

Dr. Perry's recollection of his comments is corroborated by some of
the news stories after the press conference. The New York Herald
Tribune on November 23,1963, reported as follows:

Dr. Malcolm Perry, 84, attendant surgeon at Parkland Hos-
pital who attended the President, said he saw two wounds-
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one below the Adam's apple, the other at the back of the head.
He said he did not know if two bullets were involved. It is

possible, he said, that the neck wound was the entrance and the
other the exit of the ntissile.8'

According to this repoit, Dr. Perry stated merely that it was "possible"
that the neck wound was a wound of entrance. This conforms with

his testimony before the Commission, where he stated that by them-
selves the characteristics of the neck wound were consistent with
being either a point of entry or exit.

Wound ballistics test8.-Experiments performed by the Army
Wound Ballistics experts at Edgewood Arsenal, Md. (discussed in
app. X, p. 582) showed that under simulated conditions entry and
exit wounds are very similar in appearance. After reviewing the path
of the bullet through the President's neck, as disclosed in the autopsy
report, the experts simulated the neck by using comparable material
with a thickness of approximately 5½/2 inches (131/2 to 141/2 centi-
meters), which was the distance traversed by the bullet. Animal skin
was placed on each side, and Western Cartridge Co. 6.5 bullets were
fired from the C2766 Mannlicher-Carcano rifle from a distance of 180

feet. The animal skin on the entry side showed holes which were

regular and round. On the exit side two holes were only slightly elon-
gated, indicating that the bullet had become only a little unstable at
the point of exit. 1 A third exit hole was round, although not quite

as regular as the entry holes.88 The exit holes, especially the one most
nearly round, appeared similar to the descriptions given by Drs. Perry

and Carrico of the hole in the front of the President's neck.189

The autopsy disclosed that the bullet which entered the back of

the President's neck hit no bony structure and proceeded in a slightly

downward angle. The markings on the President's clothing indicate
that the bullet moved in a slight right to left lateral direction as

it passed through the President's body.1'° After the examining doe-
tors expressed the thought that a bullet would have lost very little 1
velocity in passing through the soft tissue of the neck, wound ballistics
experts conducted tests to measure the exit velocity of the bullet.""
The tests were the same as those used to create entry and exit holes, H

supplemented by the use of break-type screens which measured the

velocity of bullets. The entrance velocity of the bullet fired from the
rifle averaged 1,904 feet per second after it traveled 180 feet. The
exit velocity averaged 1,772 to 1,798 feet per second, depending upon
the substance through which the bullet passed. A photograph of the
path of the bullet traveling through the simulated neck showed that it
proceeded in a straight line and was stable.92

Eixmination of clothing.-The clothing worn by President Kennedy
on November 22 had holes and tears which showed that a missile
entered the back of his clothing in the vicinity of his lower neck
and exited through the front of his shirt immediately behind his tie,

nicking the knot of his tie in its forward flight.1'9 Although the caliber
of the bullet could not be determined and some of the clothing items
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precluded a positive determination that some tears were made bya bullet, all the defects could have been caused by a 6.5-millimeterbullet entering the back of the President's lower neck and exiting inthe area of the knot of his tie.1s4
An examination of the suit jacket worn by the President by FBIAgent Frazier revealed a roughly circular hole approximately one-fourth of an inch in diameter on the rear of the coat, 53/% inches below"the top of the collar and 13/4 inches to the right of the center back seamof the coat.'95 The hole was visible on the upper rear of the coat slightlyto the right of center. Traces of copper were found in the marginsof the hole and the cloth fibers around the margins were pushed in-ward.'" Those characteristics established that the hole was causedby an entering bullet."" Although the precise size of the bullet couldnot be determined from the hole, it was consistent with having beenmade by a 6.5-millimeter bullet.'19

The shirt worn by the President contained a hole on the back sideM ~53/4 inches below the top of the collar and 11/8 inches to the right ofthe middle of the back of the shirt.'"9 The hole on the rear of theshirt was approximately circular in shape and about one-fourth of aninch in diameter, with the fibers pressed inward.200 These factorsestablished it as a bullet entrance hole.201 The relative position of thehole in the back of the suit jacket to the hole in the 'back of the shirtindicated that both were caused by the same penetrating missile.'202On the front of the shirt, examination revealed a hole seven-eighths ,of an inch below the collar button and a similar opening seven-eighthsof an inch below the buttonhole. These two holes fell into alinementon overlapping positions when the shirt was buttoned.2os Each holewas a vertical, ragged slit approximately one-half of an inch in height,with the cloth fibers protruding outward. Although the characteristicsof the slit established that the missile had exited to the front, theirregular nature of the slit precluded a positive determination that itwas a bullet hole.2o4 However, the hole could have been caused by around bullet although the characteristics were not sufficiently clear toenable the examining expert to render a conclusive opinion.2s5When the President's clothing was removed at Parkland Hospital,his tie was cut off by severing the loop immediately to the wearer's-left of the knot, leaving the knot in its original condition.290 The tie* had a nick on the left side of the knot. O? The nick was elongatedhorizontally, indicating that the tear was made by some object mov-7;* ing horizontally, but the fibers were not affected in a manner whichp would shed light on the direction or the nature of the missile.208

The Governor's Wounds
Mile riding in the right jump seat of the Presidential limousineon November 22, Governor Connally sustained wounds of the back,: lchest, right wrist and left tligil. Because of the small size and clean-cut edges of the wound on the Governor's back, Dr. Robert Shaw con-eluded that it was an entry wound.2so The bullet traversed the Gov-
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THE WHfrZ HOUSE

EXECUTIVE ORDER

APPODIT 340 A COMMIUION TO REPORT UPON TiE
ASIASSNATION OF PRE5SDENT JOH F. KlENEDT

Porsuant to the authority vested in me as PresIdent of tl. United
Stat.e. I hereby appoit a Commisslon to "ecertal. evaluate and rope"
aWmn the facts rolating to the aseassatiion, Of do late Preeldent Jobs F.
Kenedy and the subsequant vlont death *d the mad charged with e
sas"elnnatio. The Commission shall coselst of

The Chief Justice of the Unite States. Cbhimmans

Senator Richard D. Russellt

Senator Jobr Sherman Cooperl

Congressman Hale Bogges

Congressman Gerald R. Ferdl

Th Hoorable Allen W. DuiLes

The Honorble John J. McClay.

The purposes of the Commission are to examine the evidence
developed by the Federal Bureau of Investigation and any additional
evidence that may hereafter cote to light or be uncovered by federal
or state authorties; to make ruch further investigation as the Commia-
dinn finds dsstrable. to evaluate rUl the facts and circumstances sur-
roundg such assaassnation. including the subsequent vtolet death of
the man cbhrged with th easasslnetion sand to report to mae its nd' a
and conclusion..

The Commisslon to emponered to prscribe its on procedure*
and to employ sch aesistante as it deems necessary.

Necesary expenses of the Commission may be paid from the
"Emergency Fund or the Proldert".

Al Executime departments sod genciees me directed to urdb r0
the Commission with snch tacoia. serVicea and cooperation as It
may request rem time to time.

LYNDON D. JOHNSON I

S November &I. 196S.
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Preface

I The testimony of the following witnesses is contained in volume 11: James
* Herbert Martin, who acted for a brief period as the business mannagr of Mrs.

marina. Oswald; Mark Lane, a New York attorney: William Robert Greer,
u-ho, was driving the President's car at the time of the assassination; Roy H.
Kellerman, a Secret Service agent who sat to the right of Greer; Clinton J.
Hill, a Secret Service agent who was in the car behind the President's car;
Rufus Wayne Youngblood, a Secret Service agent who rode In the car with

who rode In a car at the end of the motorcade; Arnold Louis Rowland, James
Richard Worrell, Jr., and Amos Lee Euins, who were present at the assassination
scene; Buell Wesley Frazier, who drove Lee Harvey Oswald home on the

,,a i' evening of November 21, and back to work on the morning of November 22;
Linnie Mae Randle, Buell Wesley Frazier's sister; Cortinndt Cunningham, a
firearms Identification expert with the Federal Bureau of Investigation; Wil-
"ilam Wayne Whaley, a taxicab driver, and Cecil J. McWatters, a busdriver, who
testified concerning Oswald's movements following the assassination; Mrs.
Katherine Ford, Declan 1'. Ford. and P'eter Paul Gregory, acquaintances of
Lee Harvey Oswald and his wife; Comdr. James J. Humes, Comdr. J. Thornton
Boswell, and Lt. Col. Pierre A. Finck, who performed the autopsy on the Presl-
dent at Bethesda Naval Hospital; and Michael R. Paine and Ruth Hyde Paine,

acquaintances of Lee Harvey Oswald and his wife.
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31r. GREGORY. No.

Mr. LIEBELER. Would It be fair to say, Mr. Gregory, that It was through

Oswald's contact with you that he subsequently made the association with and

contact with the other members of the Russian community In Dallas and Fort

Worth?
Mr. GREGORY. I think that woll be n fair statement yes.

Mr. LIEBELER. I have no more questions.K t - The CHAIRMAN. Congressumanlli?

Representative FORD. I have one more, Mr. Gregory.

I believe Marina has testified when she first met Lee Harvey Oswald It was

approximately 17 months after lie had arrived il the Soviet Union. She testi-

rfied, also, that she could not tell whether he was a native born resident of the

Soviet Union or a foreigner by the way he spoke.

Mr. GREGORY. Yes.

- lRepresentative FORD. Is that unusual?

Mr. GREGORY. Well, frankly. I don't know. You see, Congressman, the cite

. .of Minsk Is what we call, they call it, not we call, they call it In the White Russia

. >Republic. You know they called this the Union of Republics. you know, In

the White Russian Republic, and lMinsk, I guess, Is the capital of It.

It Is fairly close to Poland, and there are all sorts of people. Poles, Lithuanians,

probably Latvians, that lived in that part of the country, and none of those

people speak pure Russian.

Now, whether she had reference, whether that had anything to do with her

X statement-
Represent-tive FORD. Her observations?

Mr. GREGORY. Right; I don't know.

Now, I thought that Lee Oswald spoke with a Polish accent, that is why I

asked him If he was of Polish descent.
Representative FORD. But leaving-

Mr. GREGORY. But. otherwise, I would say it would be rather unusual, rather

unusual for a person who lived in the Soviet Union for 17 months that he would

speak so well that a native Russian would not be sure whether he was born

In that country or not.

Representative FORD. That would be a very unusual kind of a person?

Mr. GREGORY. It would be, yes.

Representative FORD. Or a person who had unusual training?

Mr. GREGORY. Right, or unusual ability or training, yes, that is right.

Reprepentative FOBD. That Is all, Mr. Chairman. h

The CHAMRMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Gregory. You have been.very H
helpful.

(Whereupon. at 1 pm., the President's Commission recessed.)

Monday, March 16, 1964

TESTIMONY OF COMDR. JAMES J. HUMES, COMDR.. J. THORNTON

BOSWEL. AND LT. COL PIERRE A. FINCK

The President's Commission met at 2 p.m. on 'March 16, 1964, at 200 'Maryland
Avenue NE., Washington, D.C.

Present were Chief Justice Earl Warren, Chairman; Senator John Shermian

Cooper, Rtepresentative Gerald R. Ford, John J. 'MeCloy, and Allen W. Dulles,

members.
Also present were J. Lee Rankin, general counsel; Francis W. H. Adams,

assistant counsel; Norman Redlich, assistant counsel; Arlen Specter, assist-

ant counsel; and Charles Murray, observer.
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TESTIMONY OF COMDR. JAMES J. HUMES

The CHAIRMAN. The Commission will be In order.

Commander Humes, will you please step up. You know, Commander, what

we have met for today to take your testimony concerning the aut(psy and

anything else you might know concerning the assassination of the Presidntqi

Would you raise your right hand, please?

* Do you solemnly swear the testimony you give before this Commission will

be the truth, the whole truth and nothing but the truth, so help you God?

Commander Hubms. I do.
The CHAIRMAN. VIil you be seated?
You may proceed.
Mr. SprEc-r. I)r. Ilumes. will you state your full name for the record, ples e

Commander HUMEs. James Joseph Humes.
Mr. SrtcrEaa And what Is your profession or occupation, please?

Commander HUMES. I am a hliyslelacn and employe(l by the Medical Depart.
ment of the United States Navy.

Mr. SPEcTER. What Is your rank in the Navy?

Commander HrmlF.s. Commander, Medical Corps. United States Navy.

AMr. SPECTER. Where did you receive your education, Commander Humes,

please.
Commander HUMEs. I had my undergraduate training at St. Joseph's College

i at Villanova University In Philadelphia. I received my medical degree In 19S i

from the Jefferson Medical College of Philadelphia.

I received my Internship and my postgraduate training In my special field of

Interest in Pathology in various Naval hospitals, and at the Armed Forces Insti. 3

tute of Pathology at Walter Reed In Washington, D.C.
Mr. SPEcTER. What do your current duties involve?
Commander HUMES. My current title is Director of Laboratories of the Naval

Medical School at Naval Medical Center at Bethesda. I am charged with the

responsibility of the overall supervision of all of the laboratory operations in

the Naval medical center, two broad areas, one in the field of anatomic path.

ology which comprises examining surgical specimens and postmortem examina.

tions and then the rather large field of clinical pathology which takes In e Iaml.

nation of the blood and various body fluids.
Mr. SPEcTER. Have you been certified by the American Board of Pathology?

Commander HUMES. Yes, sir; both in anatomic pathology and in clinical

pathology in 1955.
AMr. SPEcTra. What specific experience have you had, if any, with respect to

gunshot wounds?
Commander HUmEs. My type of practice, which fortunately has been in

peacetime endeavor to a great extent, has been more extensive in the field of

natural disease than violence. However, on several occasions In various places

where I have been employed, I have had to deal with violent death, accidents,

suicides, and so forth. Also I have had training at the Armed Forces Institute

of Pathology, I have completed a course in forensic pathology there as part of

my training In the overall field of pathology.
Mr. SPEcTEE. Did you have occasion to participate in the autopsy of the late

John F. Kennedy on November 22, 1963?
Commander HUMES. Yes, sir; I did.
Mr. SPEC-MED What was your specific function in connection with that autopsy?

Commander HUMEs. As the senior pathologist assigned to the Naval Medical

Center, I was called to the Center by my superiors and informed that the Presi.

dent's body would be brought to our laboratories for an examination, and I

AL was charged with the responsibility of conducting and supervising this exami-

nation; told to also call upon anyone whom I wished as an assistant in this

matter, that I deemed necessary to be present.

I Mr. SpEcTEm. Who did assist you, if anyone, in the course of the autopsy?

Commander HuMps. My first assistant was Commander J. Thornton Boswell,

whose position is Chief of Pathology at the Naval Medical School, and my other

assistant was Lt. Col. Pierre Finck, who is in the wound ballistics section of

the Armed Forces Institute of Pathology.
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When I ascertained the nature of the President's wounds, having hod the

facilities of the Armed Forces Institute of P'atbology offered to me by General

BluImberg, the commniadliig officer of that Institutioa, I felt It advisable and

would be of help to mie to have the services of an expert In the field of wound

ballistics aid for that reasini I reqiuested Colonel Flnck to appear.
'Mr. SpEcTr. Tell 11s who Clsc In a general way was present at the time the

autopsy was conducted In addition to yon three doctors, please?

Conmander HuXims. This. I must preface by saying It will be somewhat In-

complete. My particular Interest was on the examination of time President and

not of the security mieasures of the other lwoplme who were present.

However, the Surgeon General of the Navy was present at one time or an-

other. Admiral Galloway, the CoiimmalIliiIg omfier of the National Naval

Mledical Center; my own commanding offi-er, Captain John H. Stover of the l -

Naval Medical School, Dr. John Kbersile, one of the radiologists assigned

to the Naval Hospital, Bethesda, who assisted with X-ray examinations which

were made. These are the chief iiames, sir; that I call recall.

Commander HUMEs. The president's body was received at 25 minutes be-

fore 8, and the autopsy began at approximnately 8 p.m. on that evening. You

must Include the fact that certain X-rays and other examinations were made

before the actual beginning of the routine type autopsy examination.

Mr. SprwrEn. Precisely what X-rays or photographs were taken before the
dissection started?

Commander HuMFs. Some of these X-rays were taken before and some dur-

C ~~Ing the examlination which. also mailitailis for the photographs, which were 1

2 made as the need became apparemit to make such.

However, before the posstaiortenim examninntion was begun, anterior, posterior

and lateral X-rays of the head, and of the torso were made, and identification

type photographs, I recall having been mamde of the full face of the late Presi-

dent. A photograph showing the massive head wound with the large defect

that was associated with it. To my recollection all of these were made before

the proceedings began.
Several others, approximately 15 to 20 In number, were made In total before

we finished the proceedings.
i i Mr. SPWxTEB Naow were those X-rays or photographs or both when you

referred to the total number?
Commander HuMEs. By the nuimber I would say they are in number 15 to h

20. There probably was ten or 12 X-ray films exposed in addition.

Mr. SrEcra. What time did this autopsy end?
Commander HumEs. At approximately 11 p.m.

Mr. Sprcrms. What wounds did you observe on the late President, If any?

Commander HumEs. The wounds which we observed on the President were-

excuse me, at this point might I use the charts which I have prepared?
Would that be appropriate?
Mr. SPFEcra. Yes; would you like to start with the neck wound?

Commander HuMEs. All right, air.

I might preface my remarks by stating that the President's body was re-

ceived In our morgue In a closed casket. We opened the casket, Dr. Boswell

and 1, and the President's body was unclothed in the casket, was wrapped in

a sheet labeled by the Parkalind Hospital, but he was unclothed once the sheet

was removed from his body so we do not have at that time any clothing. 0

Mr. SPECTER. Dr. Humes, before you Identify what that represents let me

place Commission Exhibit No. 385 on it so it may be identified.

(The drawing was marked Commission Exhibit No. 385 for Identification.)

Commander HuOms. When appraised of the necessity for our appearance

before this Commission, we did not know whether or not the photographs which

Swe had made would be available to the Commission. So to assist In making

our testimony more understandable to the Commission members, we decided

SC| to have made drawings, schematic drawings, of the situation as we saw It,

as we recorded It and as we recall It. These drawings were made under my

supervision and that of Dr. Boewell by Mr. Rydberg, whose inltials are H. A. 0

SII,
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He is a hospital corpsman, second class, and a medical Illustrator in our corm

Mr. SPEcrER. )id you provide him with the basic information from which

these drawings were made?
. Conunander HUmSEn. Yes, sir.

Mr. SPEwrLs Distances, that sort of thing?

Oommander lumiU Ye. Yes, sir. We had made certain physical measurements

of the wounls, and of their position on the body of the late President, and we

, provided these and supervised directly Mr. Rydberg In making these drawings.

Mr. Si'Fc'm. LHave you checked the drawings subsequent to their prepara.

tion to verify their accuracy?
Commander lIIu?.Es. Yes, sir.

Mr. SPszrR. And proportion?
Commander HUmEs. I must state these drawings are In part schematic.

The artist had but a brief period of some 2 days to prepare these. He had

no photographs from which to work, and had to work under our description,

verbal description, of what we had observed.
Mr. SPrCTER. Would it he helpful to the artist, in redefining the drawings

if that should become necessary, to have available to him the photographs or

J ' 
X-rays of the President?

Commander HumEs. If It were necessary to have them absolutely true to

scale. I think It would be virtually impossible for him to do this without the

photographs.
Mr. SPECTER And what Is the reason tor the necessity for having the I

photographs?
Commander HuisEs. I think that it Is most difficult to transmit into physical

measurements the-by word the-exact situation as it was seen to the naked

eye. The photographs were-there is no problem of scale there because the

wounds, If they are changed in size or changed In size and proportion to the

structures of the body and so forth, when we attempt to give a description of

these findings, it Is the bony prominences, I cannot, which we used as points of

references, I cannot, transmit completely to the illustrator where they were

situated.
Mr. SPEcTER Is the taking of photographs and X-rays routine or Is this

something out of the ordinary?

Commander HUmEs. No, sir; this is quite routine in cases of this sort of

violent death In our training. In the field of forensic pathology we have found

that the photographs and X-rays are of most value, the X-rays particularly in

finding missiles which have a way of going In different directions sometimes, and

particularly as documentary evidence these are considered Invaluable in the field

of forensic pathology.
Mr. SPEcTER. Will you now proceed to show us what Commission Exhibit 385

depicts, please?
Commander HuMEs. Actually, I think, sir, at this time the view from the

posterior aspect would also be of value to the Commission.

This is-
Mr. SPECTER. Doctor, I hand you the second exhibit which Is marked Com-

mission Exhibit No. 386.

(Commission Exhibit No. 386 was marked for Identification.)

Commander HUSLES. I believe at this point I would like to have, if you have

my gross autopsy description because I will give the dimensions of these wounds

at this time.
Mr. SPECTR. We will use the Commission Exhibit No. 387 and I will ask you

first of all, for the record, to identify what this document Is, Dr. Humes.

(The document referred to was marked Commission Exhibit No. 387 for

Identification.)
Commander HumEs. This document Is a copy of the gross autopsy report

which was prepared by myself, Dr. Boswell, and Dr. Finck, and completed within

approximately 48 hours after the assassination of the President

Mr. SPECTER. Does that report bear your signature at its end?

Commander HumEs. It bears my signature on the first or covering page as well

as on my last page, sir.
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toIr. Sprvrmt Wll you uow proeeed to tell us what you observed with re 1 ect

$$ ~~to the wound whilch IN inarkedl ns appeawrinig lu the upper back (or lowver neck?

c N~~Ir. 'MCCLoy. Hnre you Idleltilied tilat?

fMr. SrECrER. The one on the side Is 385 and the one of the rear view Is .386.

itnd that one is 387. For purposes (of our record. if you will, put themi In its :18

.nd 3U6 for our printed reiord. You might want to put themn in chalk above them

so you will see the one on the left Is :185 nud 11o the right Is 38C.

Commander HuNIES. These exhibits again are schematic representations of

what we observed at the time of examining the body of the late President.

Exhibit 385 shows in the low neck an oval wound which-excuse me, I wish to

get the mesureltNemnts correct. This wound was situated just above the upper

'-I -~ border of the scapula, and measured 7 by 4 milimneters, with its long axis roughly

parallel to the long axis of vertical columun.

We saw-I would rather uot discuss the situation of the anterior neck at this

time or wvould you prefer it?

SMr. SPECTER. How would you prefer to do it, Dr. Humes-?

Commander Hu>(Es. I would prefer to discuss the wounds, two wounds, we

saw posteriorly and the wound, other wound, of the skull before going to that.

Mr. SPECTER. That is line. Dr. lilnes, do it any way you final convenient. I

will give you the other drawing and you can do them both together. Let the

third drawing be marked as Commission Exhibit No. 388.

(Tie drawing referred to was marked Commission Exhibit No. 388 for

Identification.)
Conmander Huims. The wound in the low neck of which I had previously

begun to speak is now posteriorly-Is now depicted In 385, in 386 and In 388.

The second wound was found in the right posterior portion of the scalp. This

wound was situated approximately 2.5 centimeters to the right, and slightly above

the external occiptal protuberance which is a bony prominence situated in the

posterior portion of everyone's skull. This wound was then 2% centimeters to

j S the right and slightly above that point.

The third obvious wound at the time of the examination was a huge defect over

p2?. the right side of the skull. This defect involved both the scalp and the underlying

skull, and from the brain substance was protruding.

This wound measured approximately 13 centimeters in greatest diameter. It

.> was difficult to measure accurately because radiating at various points from the

large defect were multiple crisscrossing fractures of the skull which extended In

several directions.
I have noted in my report that a detailed description of the lines of these

fractures and of the types of fragments that were thus made were very difficult

of verbal description, and it was precisely for this reason that the photographs

* were made so one might appreciate more clearly how much damage had been

done to the skull.
Mr. SpECTEPR Were the photographs made available then, Dr. Humes, when

Exhibit 388 was prepared?
Commander HUMEs. No, 81r.
Mr. SPECTER. All right.

Commander HUMEs. The photographs, to go back a moment, the photographs

and the X-rays were exposed in the morgue, of the Naval Medical Center on this

night and they were not developed, neither the X-rays or the photographs.

They were submitted to the, and here, if I make a mistake I am not certain. to

either the Federal Bureau of Investigation or to the Secret Service, I aln not sure

of those.

Mr. SPEcTER. Did you submit those yourself immediately after they were

taken, Dr. Humes?
Commander HUME8. Again, one of the senior people present, I believe nny owvn

Commanding Officer, Captain Stover, took care of turning this material over to

these authoritim and receiving a receipt for this information, for this material.

It was-I supervised the positioning of the body for various of these examina-

tions but as far as beyond that, I did not consider that my responsibility.

! These, then, were the three wounds which were quite obvious at the time of

;T I the examination.
-w -~I 

could expand further on the general appearances of these wounds or I could
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turn to the anterior portion of the body and describe various other Wound,
whielh were present.

Mr. SPEcTF.r. You were focusing on 39 before I last asked a fiuestion, Dr.
Hlumes. Why don't you describe In general terms the nature of the wound
which was present at the top of the head of the late President?

Commnader IlumEs. With your iermisslon, sir, and Mr. Chief Justep. I
think I might describe those two wounds together, and describe the defects in
the scalp and In the skull in each Instance.

Mr. SPECTER. That would be fine.
Commnader HurbsEs. Would that be appropriate?
Mr. SPFCTEr. Yes.
Commander Hustes. Turning now to Commission Exhibit 388, where we have

depicted in the posterior right portion of the skull a wound which we have
1GiZ labeled "in" or a wound of entrance and a large roughly 13 cm. diameter defect

in the right lateral vertex of the skull. I would go into some further detail in
describing these wounds.

The scalp, I mentioned previously, there was a defect in the scalp and some
scalp tissue was not available. However, the scalp was Intact completely past
this defect. In other words, this wound in the right posterior region was in
a portion of scalp which had remained Intact.

So, we could see that It was the measurement which I gave before, I believe

16 by 6 millimeters.. i-When one reflected the scalp away from the skull in this region, there was a
corresponding defect through both tables of the skull in this area.

. tMr. SPEcTER Will you describe what you mean by both tables, Dr. Humes?
Commander HumE8. Yes, sir.
The skull Is composed of two layers of bone. We will put the scalp in in

dotted lines.
The two solid lines will represent the two layers of the skull bone, and in

between these two layers is loose somewhat Irregular bone.
When we reflected the scalp, there was a through and through defect corres-

ponding with the wound in the scalp.
This wound had to us the characteristics of a wound of entrance for the

following reason: The defect In the outer table was oval in outline, quite similar
to the defect in the skin.

Mr. SPEcTER. You are referring there, Doctor, to the wound on the lower part
of the neck?

Commander HUMEs. No, sir; I am speaking here of the wound In the occiput.
The wound on the Inner table, however, was larger and had what In the field

of wound ballistics is described as a shelving or a coning effect. To make an
analogy to which the members of the Commission are probably most familiar,
when a missile strikes a pane of glass, a typical example, a B-B fired by a child's
air rifle, when this strikes a pane of glass there will be a small, usually round
to oval defect on the side of the glass from whence the missile came and a
belled-out or coned-out surface on the opposite side of the glass from whence the
missile came.

(At this point, Mr. Dulles entered the hearing room.)
Commander HUMEs: Experience has shown and my associates and Colonel

Finck, in particular, whose special field of interest Is wound ballistics can give
additional testimony about this scientifically observed fact.

This wound then had the characteristics of wound of entrance from this di-
rection through the two tables of the skull.

Mr. SPEDom When you say "this direction," will you specify that direction
in relationship to the skull?

Commander HUmEs. At that point I mean only from without the skull to
within.

Mr. SPEcTEa. Fine, proceed.
Commander HuSEs. Having ascertained to our satisfaction and Incidentally

photographs illustrating this phenomenon from both the external surface of the
skull and from the Internal surface were prepared, we concluded that the large
defect to tle upper right side of the.skull, In fact, would represent a wound of

exit.
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A careful examination of the margins of tIhe large bone defect at that point,

bowever, failed to disclosen a portion of the skull bearing again n wound of-a

point of impact on the skull of this fragment of the misKile, remeiimbering. *f

course, that this nren was devoid of any salpl or skull at this present time.

We did not have the bone.

In further evaluating this head wound, I will refer back to the X-rnys which

we had ireviously prepared. T'hese had disclosed to Ius miultiple mnitinute frzmg-

ments of radio opaque material traversing a line from the wound ill the occiput to

just above the right eye, with a rather sizable fragment visible by X-ray just

;above the right eye. These tiny fragments that were seen dislserseul through the

.substatice of the brain in between were, In fact. just thakt extremely minute, less

|than 1 mmn. in size for the most Iart.

(At this point. Sennlor Coolper entered the hearing room.)

Air. SPECTER. Dr. liumes, this would be a good juncture to produce two

I photographs.
aIny it please the Commission. MIr. Chief Justice Warren. I have identifled as

iComunission Exhibits 380 and 390 which will at a later time he Identified as being

two frames from the motion plicture camera operated hy one Abrahain 'X.apruder,

f being the amiateur plhotograllher who was on the scene. which I think would as-

sist in evaluating the angle of the President's head corresponding to that exhibit

designated as 388.
I will hand those to you, I)r. Humes, and ask you If you would state for the

record the relative position of the l'resident's head in 389 which Is a frame about

one-sixteenth of a second before the point of impact shown in Exhibit 390.

* (The frames referred to were marked Commission Exhibits Nos. 389 and 390

r : w for identification.)
ts '- . Commander HutmEs. It will be noted in Exhibit 389 that the President's head

S - !is bent considerably forward and perhaps somiewhat to the left in this frame of

7 i ,the photograph 389.

MIr. SPECTER. Is that in approximately the same position as the angle of the

head depicted in Comminision Exhibit No. 388?

Commander HIumES. Yes, sir; it Is.

MIr. SPECTER. MIr. Chief Justice, at this timie I vould like to miove for admis-

slon In evidence of Exhibits 385 through 390.

The CHAIRMAN. They iray be admitted under those numbers.

(Commission Exhibits Nos. 8, 380, 387, 388 389. and 390. previously marked

f for identification, were received in evidence.)

MIr. SPECTER. Will you proceed now, Dr. Humnies, to continue in your (lescrip-

tion of the head wound?

Commander HuimEs. Head wound-a careful Inspection of this large defect In

the scalp and skull was made seeking for fragments of minssile before any actual

detection was begun. The brain was greatly lacerated and torn, and In this area

of the large defect we did not encounter any of these minute particles.

I might say at this time that the X-ray pictures which were made would have

a tendency to magnify these minute fragments somewhat In size and we were

not too surprised In not being able to find the tiny fragments depicted in the

X-ray.
'Mr. SPErCER. Approximately how many fragments were observed, Dr. Humes,

on the X-ray?
Commander HumEs. I would have to refer to them again, but I would say

between 30 or 40 tiny dustlike particle fragments of radio opaque material, with

the exception of this one I previously mentioned which was seen to be above

- and very slightly behind the right orbit.

Air. DuLLEs. Were these all fragments that were Injected Into the skull by the

bullet?
Commander 11u3,ms. Our interpretation Is, sir, that the mIqsile struck the

right occipital region, penetrated through the two tables of the skull, making

the characteristic coning on the inner table which I have previously referred to.

That one portion of the missile and judging by the size of the defect thus pro-

duced, the major portion of the missile, made its exit through this large defect.

A second portion of the missile or multiple second portions were deflected, and
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traversed a distance as enunierated by this interrupted] line, with the. major r~.
tion of that fragment comning to loIge In the pisxition Indiclated.

Perhaps some of these minor fragmients were dislodged from the maJor one ns
it traver.sed this course.

To better examine the situation with regard to the skull, at this time. Dr
Boswell and I extended the lacerations of the scalp which were at the nargiay
of this wound, down in the direction of both of the l'resident's ears. At that

j Wpoint, we had even a better appreciation of the extensive damage which hai
been done to the skull by this Injury.

b .@', -We bad to do virtually no work with a saw to reinove the.e portions of tbe
skull, they came apart in our haidls very easily, and we attempted to further
examine the brain, and seek sliecifically this fragment which was the one We
felt to be of a size which wouid permit us to recover it.

'+ .Ahir. SPECTER. When you refer to this fragment, and you are pointing there,
are you referring to the fragmient depIictedl right nblove the l'resident's right eye?

Commander HuMtEs. Yes, sir; above and somewhat behind the President's
eye.

Mr. SPExcErz Will you proeeel, then, to tell us what you did then?
SiCommander HuSmE. Yes, sir. We dissected carefully in this region and

in fact located this small fragment, which was in a defect in the brain tissue
In just precisely this location.

Mr. SPEcTER. Haw large was that fragment, Dr. Humes?
Commander HumEs. I refer to my notes for the measurements of that

fragment.
'vg ~I find in going back to my report, sir, that we found, in fact, two small frag.

ments in this approximate location. The larger of these measured 7 by 2 mm.,
the smaller 3 by 1 mm.

To make my presentation of this wound of the skull more logical to the Com.
mission, I would like to go forward in time that evening to at a later hour.
I apologize-time and what happened exactly at what moment escapes me at
this time.

I mentioned previously that there was a large bony defect. Some time later
on that evening or very early the next morning while we were all still engaged
In continuing our examination, I was presented with three portions of bone
which bad been brought to Washington from Dallas by the agents of the Federal

-' Bureau of Investigation.
w j These were

Mr. SPECTER. Might that have been by a Secret Service agent?
Commander Hum.Fs. It could be, sir; these things-
Mr. SPEcTER At any rate, someone presented these three pieces of bone to you?

Commander HumdEs. Someone presented these three pieces of bone to me,
I do not recall specifically their statement as to where they had been recovered.

It seems to me they felt it bad been recovered either In the street or in the
automobile, I don't recall specifically.

We were most interested In these fragments of bone, and found that the

three pieces could be roughly put together to account for a portion of this defect.
Mr. SPECTER. How much remained unaccounted for, Dr. Humes?
Commander HuMEs. I would estimate that approximately one-quarter of that

defect was unaccounted for by adding these three fragments together and seeing
what was left.

This Is somewhat difficult, because as back to when we were actually looking
for the fragments of metal, as we moved the scalp about, fragments of various
sizes would fall to the table, and so forth, so it was difficult to put that exact
figure into words.

However, the thing which we considered of importance about these three frag-
ments of bone was that at the margins of one of them which was roughly pyram-
idal In shape. there was a portion of the circumference of what we Interpreted
as a missile wound. We thus interpreted it this because there was, the size
was, sufficiently large for us, for it to have the curve of the skull still evident.
At the point of this defect, and I will draw both tables of the bone in this
defect, at the area which we interpreted as the margin of a missile wound.
there was a shelving of the margin.
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This would, to us, menn that n missile had made this wound from within the

skull to the exterior. To confilrm that this was n missile wound, X-rays were
made of that fragment of bone, which showed radio-opaque material consistent

a*Ind similar in character to the particles seen within the skull to be desiosited

in the margins of this defect, In this portion of the bonle.
:3r. SpErrEct. Then what conclusion did you reach as to what caused that

hole reconstructed from the three portions of the late Iresidents scalp?

Commander IluUFs. We reached the conclusion a missile entered the left-

the right posterior Inferior portion-
Mr. SPECTER. Doctor, perhaps it would ble helpful If you would refer to that

as letter "A" and the exit as letter "It", so >hat the rc(ord is clear on those two

points nnd perhaps It will be helpful to your description as well.
And would you mark thein as avell, with a pencil?

, , Commander IIuMFs. That Is not entry for the second.

S.Mr. SPECTER. Exit for the second?
Commander IIuHOEs. I will libel 388 with the letter "A" to indicate our opln-

ion as to the wound of entrance Into the skull.
I will label as Point "B" the area of exit of a portion of the missile that

entered posteriorly. I say a Portion because a small fragment was seen In the

position previously noted which was recovered.
However, we concludedl that a very significant portion, perhaps the lurgest

portion, made its exit and accounted for this very large defect for the multiple

. .fractures of the skull and for the loss of brain and scalp tissue at this point.

'Mr. SpEcTER. Will you describe at this juncture the damage which was

Inflicted upon the brain, please?
Commander HUMES. 3May I refer at this Point to the gross desmeription of

the brain prepared separately?

Mr. SPEcrER. Certainly. Dr. Hiumes, If you prefer to do it In that order.

Commander HumkEs. I believe you have that. It is the second portion of

the report.
Mr. SPECTER. Yes, sir. I can make that available to you here.

Commander HUMES. While that is being provided, when we reflected the scalp
away from the badly damaged skull, and removed some of these loosened

portions of skull bone, we were able to see this large defect in the right cerebral

hemisphere. It corresponded roughly in size with the greatest dianmeter of the
defect in the scalp measuring some 13 cm.

,Mr. SPECTER. May the record now show I am handing to you. Dr. 11umes,

an exhibit marked Commission Exhibit MM1. and will you Identify what that

is, please, Doctor?

Commander HuUEs. Exhibit 391 is listed as a supplementary report on the

autopsy of the late President Kennedy, and was prepared some days after the

examination.
This delay necessitated by, primarily, our desire to have the brain better

fixed with formaldehyde before we proceeded further with the examination of

the brain which is a standard means of approach to study of the brain.
The brain in Its fresh state does not lend itself vell to examination.
From my notes of the examination, at the time of the post-mortem examina-

tion, we noted that clearly visible In the large skull defect and exuding from

it was lacerated brain tissue which, on close inspection proved to represent

the major portion of the right cerebral hemisphere.
We also noted at this point that the flocculus cerebri was extensively lacerated

and that the superior sagittal sinus which Is a venous blood containing channel
in the top of the meninges was also lacerated.

To continue to answer your question with regard to the damage of the brain,
following the formal Infixation, Dr. Boswell, Dr. Finck and I convened to ex-

* l amine the brain In this atate.
* - We also prepared photographs of the brain from several aspects to depict

the extent of these injuries.

* We found that the right cerebral hemisphere was markedly disrupted. There

was a longitudinal laceration of the right hemisphere which was parasagittal .

Ihin positlon. dBy the saggital plane, as you may know, is a plane In the midl.ne

which would dividB te staebrain lnto right and lekt halves.
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' This laceration was parasagittnl. It was sitiated napproximately 2.5 em.
to the right of the midline, and extended trom the tip of we-ilsitnl lobe
which Is the posterior portion of the brain, to the tip of the frontal lobe whlh
Is the most anterior portion of the brain, and It extended from the top down to
the suibsiance of the brain a distance (f tl nilerioxiiilelv 5 or .; . lii.

The base of the laceration was smitualed alpproximnately 4.5 cin. is-low the
vertex in the white matter. IBy the vertex we mnesn-t he ii-l1est loint o,,
the skull is referred to as the vertex.

The area In which the greatest loss- of brain substaniee was partienlarly Inw
the piarietal lobe, whi ic Is the ma:jor portion of tle rt-hlt cerebral hlt-11isildlre.r

The margins of this laceration at all points were jagged and irregular, with
additional lacerations extending In varying directions and for varyings distance%
from the maIn laceration.
of In addition, there was a laceration of the corpus cailosum which Is a hody
: fibers which connects thd two henmisiphercs of the brain to each other, whicb
extended frozum the posterior to the anterior portion of this structure, that IR

41 the corpus callosumi. Exposed In this laceration were portions of the ventricu.
lIr system in which the spinal fluid normally is dIsisosed within the brain.

When viewed from above the left cerebral hemisphere was Intact. There was
engorgement of blood vessels in the ineninges covering the brain. We note that
the gyri and sulci, which are the convolutions of the brain over the left hemi.
sphere were of normnal size and distribution.

Those on the right were too fragmented and distorted for satisfactory descrip-
-;.~ tion.

.When the brain was turned over and viewed from Its basular or Inferior
aspect, there was found a longitudinal laceration of the mid-brain through
the floor of the third ventricle, just behind the optic chlasma and the mam-
millary bodies.

This laceration partially comimunicates with an oblique 1.5 cm. tear through
the left cerebral peduncle. This is a lportion of the brain which connects the

. higher centers of the brain with the spinal cord which Is miore concerned with
reflex actions.

There were Irregular superficial lacerations over the basular or inferior as-
pects of the left temporal and frontal lobes. We interpret that these later
contusions were brought about when the disruptive force of the injury pushed

* 3that portion of the brain against the relative intact skull.
t iThis has been described as contre-coup injury in that location.

This, then, I believe, AIr. Specter, are the major points with regard to the
President's head wound.

Mr. SPEcTE&. Do you have an opinion, Dr. Humes, as to whether there were
dumdum bullets used specifically on this wound which stru(k point "A" of
the head, on 388?

Commander HumFts. I believe these were not. dumdum bullets, Mr. Specter.
A dumdum bullet Is it term that has been used to dlescribe various missiles
which have a common characteristic of fragmenting extensively upon striking.

Mir. SPacTEs. Would you characterize the resultant effect on this bullet as
not extensive fragmenting?

Commander HumEs. Yes. Had, this wound on point "A" on Exhibit 38S
been inflicted by a duinlunk bullet, I would anticipate that it would not have
anything near the regular contour and outline which It had. I also would
anticipate that the skull would have been much more extensively disrupted,
and not have, as was evident in this case, a defect which quite closely corre-
sponded to the overlying skin defect because that type of a missile would

*t fiagment on contact and be much more disruptive at this point.
Mr. SPECTER. At this point would you state for the record the size and approx-

imate dimension of the major wound on the top of the head which you have
marked wound "B"?

Commander HCMEs. This was so large, that localization of it in a descrip-
tive way is somewhat difficult.

However, we have mentioned that Its major-its greatest dimension was
approximately 13 cm. The reason It was difficult to measure Is that various
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fracture lutes extend out from it in a quite irregular fashion. but it was appiroxi-

S' minately 13 cm.
Mr. McCLoY. This red that is marked on 388 on the base of the skull, Is

that seepage or what?
Commander HumEs. No, sir; that Is to depict the musculature at the base of

the neck.
'Mr. AIcCLoY. I see.
Commander HuUFs. That Is not taken to depict the blood, sir.

Mr. SPECTER. On the reconstruction of the three portions of the scalp which

you described-
Commander HuitEs. Skull, sir.
Air. SpEcrira. Skull, which enabled you to reconstruct a point of exit of the

bullet, will you state at this point of the record that sive of opening or exit

path of the bullet?
Commander Hujlms. As I mentioned previously, at one angle of this largest

pyramidal shaped fragments of bone which canme as a separate specimen, we had

the portion of the perimeter of a roighly what we would judge to have been

a roughly circular wound of exit. Judging from that portion of the perimeter

which was available to us. we would have judgedl the diameter of that wound

to be between 2.5 and 3 cm.
Air. SPEcrER. Doctor Ilumes, have you now described the major character-

istics and features of the.wounds to the late President's head?

Commander HumES. I believe that I have, sir.
MIr. SPECTER. All right. Will you now turn your attention, please to the wound

which is noted on 385 and 386 being at the

. . Mr. MICCLOY. Before we leave that, could I ask a question?

When you talk abolt duiddmu bullets, (1o yVo inelmle the ordinary tyle of

soft nose sporting bullets, maybe this is something that Colonel Flnck would

be more expert on, but was that, wns the bullet, could it possibly have been

a sporting type of hunting bullet that has a soft nose but Is still somewhat

firm?
Commander HUMES. From the characteristics of this wound, 'Mr. McCloy.

I would believe that It must have had a very firm head rather than a soft head.

Mr. AIcCLoY. Steel jacketed, would you say, copper jacketed bullet?

Commander HUMES. I believe more likely a jacketed bullet because of the

regular outline which was present.
Air. AIcCLoY. All right.
Mr. DULLES. Could I ask a question?
The CHAIRMAN. Air. Dulles.
Mr. DULLES. Believing that ve know the type of bullet that was usable in

this gun, would this be the type of wound that might result from that kind of

a bullet?
Commander HUMEs. I believe so, sir.
Mr. DULLEs. If my question is clear-
Commander HuwEs. Yes, sir; It is.
Mr. DULLES. We think we know what the bullet Is. ve may be wrong hut we

think we know what It was, Is this wound consistent with that type of bullet?
Commander HUMES. Quite consistent, sir.

Air. MCCLOY. There is no evidence of any keyholing of the bullet before It

hit, before the point of impact?
Commander HumEs. I don't exactly follow your question.

Mr. McCLoy. Was the bullet moving in a direct line or had It begun to

tumble?
Commander Hum Es. To tumble?
That is a difficult question to answer. I have the opinion, however, that It

was more likely moving In a direct line. You will note that the wound In the

posterior portion of the occiput on Exhibit 388 Is somewhat longer than the

* rother missile wound which we have not yet discussed In the low neck. We

believe that rather than due to a tumbling effect, this Is explainable on the

f fact that this missile struck the skin and skull at a more tangential angle than

did the other miss'le. and, therefore, produced a more elongated defect, sir.

Senator CooPE:L May I ask a question there? Perhaps you have done this,
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but if not, how would you explain the difference of the courses of the frag.
ments which you traced and described ans. I think, being dliscovered behind the
right eye?

Commander IluMEs. Yes, sir.
Senator COOPER. And the course of the fragment which was believed caused

the large defect?
Commander IIutIEs. Caused the large defect?
Senator COOPER. How do you explain-
Commander IIU u Es. The discrepancy?
Senator COOPER. The difference in the courses.
Commander HIUMES. Yes, sir.

. I' As this missile penetrated the seai, it then came upon a very frm substance.
VFt the hard skull, and I believe that this track deplited by the dotted lines on

Exhibit 388 was a portion of that missile which was dislodged as It made Its
defect in the skull. And that-that another portion, and, as I say, presumably,
by the size of the defect, a more major portion made Its exit through the right
lateral side of the skull.

;Mr. DICCLOY. Is this piece of pyramidal bone that wag brought In to you
subsequently as I understand it-

Commander HMu)Es. Yes, sir.
Air. McCLoY. WVas that part of the outer table or the inner table?
Commander HuMES. It was both tables, sir.
Mr. McCLoy. Both tables?
Commander HuNtsES. Yes, Sir; had it only been one it might have been diffi.

cult to ascertain whether it was.
Mr. MCCLOY. Shelving or not?
Commander HU1MES. Yes, sir; in or out, but It encompassed both tables, sir.

v t Air. DULLES. Is the angle of declination that you-one sees there from in and
out approximately the angle you think at whieh the bullet was traveling at
the time of Impact and exit?

Commander HumIEs. That is our impression, sir..
Mr. DULLES. So then the shot would have been fired from Some point above

the head of the person hit?
Commander HUNiS. Yes, sir.
Mir. SPECTER. Dr. Humes, would you elaborate a bit on the differences in the

paths, specifically why the bullet went in one direction in part and In part In
the second direction, terminating with the fragment right over the right eye?

Commander Hu?.Es. Yes, sir;
I will make a drawing of the posterior portion of the skull showing again

this beveling vhich we observed at the inner table of the skull.
Our Impression is that as this projectile impinged upon the skull In this

fashion, a small portion of it was dislodged due to the energy expended in that
collision, if you will, and that it vent off at an angle, and left the track which
Is labeled 388, which Is labeled on Exhibit 388 from 'A", point "A" to the
point where the fragment was found behind the eye.

Why a fragment takes any particular direction like that is something which
is difficult of scientific explanation. Those of us who have seen missiles strike
bones, be it the skull or a bone in the extremity, have long since learned that
portions of these missiles many go off in various directions and the precise
physical laws governing them are not clearly understood.

Mr. SPECTER. Would the angle be accentuated in any vay if you were to as-
sume the President was in a moving automobile going in a slight downhill
direction?

Commander HUMES. There are many variables under these circumstances.
The most-the crucial point, I believe, to be the relative position of the Presi-
dent's head in relation to the flight of the missile.

Now, this would be Influenced by how far his head was bent, by the situation
with regard to the level of the seat in the vehicle, off of the horizontal, and so
forth.

Mr. SPECTER. How about a decline in the path of the road itself?
Commander HUMES. I think that that would have a tendency to accentuate this

angle, yes, sir.
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Mr. SPECTER. Mr. Chief Justice, I would like to move for the admission in

evidence now of Exhibit 391, which is the exhibit on the brnin report.

The CHAIRMAN. It may be admitted.

* (Tbe document heretofore marked for Identification as Commission Exhibit

No. 391 was received In evidence.)
IMr. SPEcEr. Dr. Ilumes, would you now move over to the wound which

appears on the lower part of the neek and ulpper part of the back?

Mr. DULLFR. Could I ask one more question before we get to that, I am sorry.

Mr. SPECTER. Certainly.
Mr. DULLER. Could one say as to what portion of the bullet was found in all

these fragments, I meain arrive at an estimate. was It a tenth of the bullet, was

it, how much was It, assuming the type of bullet. that we belleve was used In this
particular rifle.

Commander HUMES. Sir, I have not had the opportunity to personally ex-

amine the type of bullet which Is believed to have been represented by this

injury.
However, I would estimate-if I understand(l you correctly the total amount

that was present in the President's skull and brain?
*Mr. DULLES. Yes.
Commander HUIEs. Including the fragment?
-M.r. DULLES. Including all the fragments.

Commander HUMES. Including all these minute particles. I would say there

was something less than one-tenth of the total volume of the missile.

Mr. SPEcTER Dr. Humes, do you make that calculation on the assumption

that the bullets used here were 6.5 Inu. Aannilcher-Carcano rifle bullet weighing
158.6 grams?

Commander HUMES. Yes, I do; sir.
Mr. SPcarzR. Had I brought that particular fact to your attention prior to the

a .S time you started testifying here today?
Commander HUMES. Yes, sir. One point I intended to make clear these frag-

ments which I recovered from this position were turned over, to the Secret
Service.

§ h I presume that they have made-physical measurements Including the weight

of them, and could give a much more Intelligent estimate of the proportion than I.
vL;X I would say, however, that we did not deliver these minute fragments because

they were so small as to be essentially unrecoverable.

So, obviously they were of a very small portion of the major missile.
Mr. DULLES. These minute fragments were part of the bullet, emanations

from the bullet?
Commander HUMES. Yes, Sir.

, M~ i Mr. DULLES. They were not from the head?
Commander HUMER. No, sir, they were small, dust, of the size of dust particles.

however.
Mr. DULLER. Is the posture of the head of that figure there, the inclination

Sf. of It, rorghly the Inclination that you think the President's head had at the time

from the other photographs?
Commander HuMEs. Yes, sir. From the photographs and based on the physi-

cal examination of this wound, yes, sir.

Mr. DULLEs. That is all I have.

Mr. McCLoY. Perhaps this was something that Colonel Finck could testify to
A -i I exactly, but, he would be quite competent. Is there anything to indicate that

this was, might have been a larger than a 6.5 or smaller than a 6.5?

Commander HOMES. The size of the defect In the scalp, caused by a projectile

could vary from missile to missile because of elastic recoil and so forth of the

i IHowever the size of the defect In the underlying bone is certainly not likely

to get smaller than that of the missile which perforated It, and In this case,

the smallest diameter of this was approximately 6 to 7 mm., so I would feel that
. that would be the absolute upper limit of the size of this missile, sir.

Mr. McCLoy. Seven would be the absolute upper limit?

Commander HUUEs. Yes, sir; and, of course, just a little tilt could make It a

little larger, you see.
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Mr. DULLES I have one other question, If I may.a|
^ Is thc Incidence of clean entry as Indlcnted there. and then great frngmentntlon

A, .on exit, is that a normoal cons~equence *s thisi type fif wmoundl'

: eCommander Hu s. Sir, we feel that there are two potential explanations

.for this.t
One, having traversed the skull In entrane In the occipult as dlepleted en 388, the l

missile begins to tumble. and In that fnsion It presents a greater propbortion of

its surface to the brain substance and to the skull as it makes its egress.

The other and somewhat more dimcult to measure and perhaps Colonel Finck

:will be able to testify In greater detail on this, is that a high velocity missile

has tremendous linetic energy, and this energy Is expanded against the strue.

tures which It strikes, and so that much of this defect could be of the nature of

blast, as this kinetic energy Is dissipated by traversing the skull.

Is that the sense of the question, sir?
Air. DULLE8. Yes.

Senator CooPER. I will ask a question, and perhaps this Isn't in your field.

But assuming that the shot which struck P'resident Kennedy at point A

was fired by a gun from the window of the Texas School Book Depository, and

which has been testified to, and assuming that you could locate the position

of the President at the time he was struck by a bullet, you could then, could

you not, establish the degree of the missile?

Commander HumEs. The degree of angle?'

Senator CooPEn. The angle, yes, the degree of angle of the missile from the
.uilding.

Commander Hu~ims. Yes, sir; there is one difficulty, and that Is the defect of

exit was so broad that one has to rely more on the Inclination of the entrance

than they do connecting in this instance entrance and exit because so much

of the skull was carried away in this fashion.

Senator CooPER. That was my second question. 4

My first question was would it be possible physically to establish the degree

of angle of the trajectory of the bullet?
Commander HumES. Within limited accuracy, sir.

Senator COOPER. Within limited accuracy.
That being true then my second question was whether the point of entry

of the bullet, point A, and the, what you call the exit-

Commander HUMES. Exit.

Senator CoOPER. Did you establish themn so exactly that they could be re-

lated to the degree of angle of the trajectory of the bullet?

Commander HumEs. Yes, sir; to our satisfaction we did ascertain that fact.

Mr. DuLLEs. Just one other question.
Am I correct in assuming from what you have said that this wound Is

entirely inconsistent with a wound that might have been administered if

the shot were fired from in front or the side of the President: It had to be

fired from behind the President?
Commander HUMEs. Scientifically, sir, it Is Impossible for It to have been

fired from other than behind. Or to have exited from other than behind.

Mr. McCLoY. This is so obvious that I rather hesitate to ask it. There Is

no question in your mind that It was a lethal bullet?

Commander HumtEs. The President, sir, could not possibly have survived

the effect of that injury no matter what would have been done for him.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Specter.
Mr. SPECTER What conclusions did you reach then as to the trajectory or

point of origin of the bullet, Dr. Humes, based on 388?

Commander HulEs. We reached the conclusion that this missile was fired

toward the President from a point above and behind him, sir.

Mr. SPECTER. Now, on one detail on your report, Dr. rumes, on page 4, on the

third line down, you note that there is a Iacerated wound measuring 15 by 6 mm.

which on the smaller size Is, of course, less than 6.5 mm.?

Commander HuMEs. Yes, sir.
Mr. SPECTER. What would be the explanation for that variation?

Commander HumEs. This Is in the scalp, sir, and I believe that this Is ex-

plainable on the elastic recoUl of the tissues of the skin, sir. It is not infre-
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quent In missile wounds of this type thIt the mensured wound it slightly

smaller thnn the caliber of the missile that traversed It.

Mr. SPECTER. Would you proceed, now then to the other major wound of

entry which you have already noted and described?

Commander litrMEa. Yes. sir. -

Mr. SrFCTF.R. Its point of origin, where it hit the President.

Commnan(ler IIusMS. I-our previously submitted report, which is Cominis-

slon No. 387. Identified a wound In the lowv posterior neck of the President.

The size of this wdund was 4 by 7 mm., with the long axis being In accordance

with the long axis of the body, 44 mm. wide, In other words, 7 mm. long.

We attempted to locate such wounds in soft tissue by making reference to

bony structures which (to not move and are, therefore, good refernee points for

this th e of Investigation. w
We then ascertnines o we chose the tt ibony points of reference chooe

to locate this wound. where the mastoid process, which Is just behind the ear,

the top of the mastoid process, and the acromion which Is the tip of the shoulder

joint. We ascertained physical measurement at the time of autopsy that this

woulid was 14 cm. from the tip of the mastoid process anal 14 cm. froim the

acronfion was its central point-

'Mr. SPECTER. That is the right acromlon?

Conunander IIums. The tip of the right acromlon, yes, sir, and that Is why

we have depleted It In figure 385 In this location.

This wound appeared physically quite similar to the wound which we have

described before in 388 "A," with the exception that Its long axis was shorter

. ^~ ^ than the long axis of the wound described above. When the tissues beticath this

wound were Inspected, there was a defect co4rrespondilng with the skin defect

In the fascia overlying the musculature of the low neck and upper back.

I mentioned previously that X-rays were made of the entire body of the late

President. Of course, and here I must say that as I describe sometling to you,

I might have done it before or after in the description but for the sake of

understanding, we examined carefully the bony structures in this vicinity as

well as the X-rays, to see it there was any evidence of fracture or of deposition

of metallic fragments In the depths of this wound, and we saw no such evidence,

that is no fracture of the bones of the shou'der girdle, or of the vertical column,

and no metallic fragments were detectable by X-ray examination.

Attempts to probe in the vicinity of this wound were unsuccessful without

fear of making a false passage.

Mr. SPEcTE:t What do you mean by that, Doctor?

Commander HUMES. Well, the defect in the fascia was quite similar, which

is the first firm tissue over the muscle beneath the skin, was quite similar to

this. We were unable, however, to take probes and have them satisfactorily

fall through any definite path at this point.

Now, to explain the situation In the President's neck, I think it will be nec-

; a iessary for me to refer back to Exhibit 385, I believe the number is correct.

Mir. SPEcErs. Yes; please do, that Is 385.

Commander HumEs. Now, as the President's body was viewed from anteriorly

> § nIn the autopsy room, and saying nothing for the moment about the missilel

A; there was a recent surgical defect In the low anterior neck, which measured

5' Ssome 7 or 8 cm. in length or let's say a recent wound was present in this area.

This wound was through the skin, through the subcutaneous tissues and Into

the larynx. Or rather Into the trachea of the President.

Mr. SPECTER. To digress chronologically-

Commander HumEs. Yes.

Mr. SPEcTER. Did you have occasion to discuss that wound on the front side

of the President with Dr. Malcolm Perry of Parkland Hospital in Dallas?

Commander HumES. Yes, sir; I did. I had the Impression from seeing the

wound that It represented a surgical tracheotomy wound, a wound frequently

made by surgeons when people are In respiratory distress to give them a free.

X airway.

To ascertain that point I called on the telephone Dr. Malcolm Perry and

discussed with him the situation of the President's neck when he first examined
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the President. anti asked him had he In fact done a tracheotomy which was

isomewlult redundant because I was sgoiewint certain he had.

Ile said, yes; he had done a tracheotomy and that as the ljsimt to lirtorni

his tracheotomy le used a wound which he had Interpretedl as a missile wound

illn ile low neck, as the point through wvlceh.to make the trucmheotoliny incision.

Mr. SrEcTEiL When did you have that conversation with him, Dr. Ilumem?

Comnm:mmaier HIUMEs. I had tl!at conversation early on Saturday maorning. sir.

A1r. SPECTEIR. On Saturday morning, November 23d?

Commander HIutE8. That is correct, sir.

Air. SPEcmRU. And have you had occasion since to examine the report of

Parkland Hospital which I made available to you?

Commander IlUES. Yes, sir; I have.

Air. SPECTERi. May it please the Commission. I woiIld like to note this as Comn-

mission Exhibit No. 392, and subject to later technical proof, to have it admitted

Into evidence at this time for the purpose of having the doctor comment about it.

The CHAIRMAN. It may be so marked.
(The document referred to was marked Commission Exhibt No. 392, for

identification.)
Mr. SPECTER. What did your examination of the Parkiand Hospital records

disclose with respect to this wound on the front side of the President's body?

- - Commander HUMF*s. The examination of this record from Parkland hospital

revealed that Doctor Perry had observed this wound as had other physicians

in attendance upon the President, and actually before a tracheotomy was per-

formed surgically. an endotracheal tulbe was pliced through the President's

mouth and down his larynx and into his trachea which is the first step in giving

satisfactory airway to a person injured in such fashion and unconscious.

The President was unconscious and it is most difficult to pass such a tube when

the person Is unconscious.
The person who performed that procedure, that Is Instilled the endotrachea

tube noted that there was a wound of the trachea below the larynx, which

corresponded in essence with the wound of the skin which they had observed

from the exterior.
Mr. SPECTER. How Is that wound described. while you are mentioning the

wound?
Commander HUHES. Yes, sir.

.. , MAr. SPEcWFR. I think you will find that on the first piage of the summary

. at1' i i .Sheet, Dr. Humes.
Commander HUMES. Yes, sir. Thank you.

This report was written by doctor-or of the activities of Dr. James Carrico,

Doctor Carrico in inserting the endotriaeheal tube noted a ragged wound of

trachea immediately below the larynx.

The report, as I recall it, and I have not studied it In minute detail, would

indicate to me that Doctor Perry realizing from Doctor Carrico's observation

that there was a wound of the trachea would quite logically use the wound

which he had observed as a point to enter the trachea since the trachea was

almost damaged, that would be a logical place in which to put his incision.

In speaking of that wound in the neck, Doctor Perry told me that before he

enlarged it to make the tracheotomy wound it was a "few millimeters in

diameter."
Of course by the time we saw it, as my associates and as you have heard, it

;- :was considerably larger and no longer at all obvious as a missile wouuld.

The report states, and Doctor Perry told me in telephone conversation that

there was bubbling of air and blood in the vicinity of this wound when he made

the tracheotomy. This caused him to believe that perhaps there had been a

.- ak .violation of one of the-one or other of the pleural cavities by a missile. He,

therefore, asked one of his associates, and the record is to mie somewhat confused

as to which of his associates, he asked one of his associates to put in a chest

* .72tube. This is a maneuver which is, was quite logical under the circumstances.

and which would, If a tube that were placed through all layers of the wall of

the chest, and the chest cavity had been violated one could remove air that

had gotten In there and greatly assist respiration.

So when we examined the President in addition to the large wound which
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we found iln conversation wlth Doctor Perry wns the tracheotomy wound, there

were two smaller wounds on the uppKer natcrlor chest.

Mr. DULLES. These are apparently exit wounds?

Commander IIuNvFs. Xir. these were knife wounds, the5e were ineised f wounIs4

on either side of the chest. and I will give Iheli Ini soilnewlihat greater detall.

These wounds were bilateril, they were situated on the anterior chest wall

in the nipple line, and each were 2 cmua. long In the transverse axis. The foule on

the right was situated 11 cm. above the nilpple-the one on the left vas situated
11 cm. on the nipple, and the one on the right was 8 cm. above the nipple. Their

Intention was to Incise through the President's chest to place tubes Into hls chest.

We examined those wounds very carefully, and found that they, however,

did not enter the chest cavity. They only vent through the skin.

I presume that as they were performing that procedure It was obvious that

the President had died, and they didn't pursue this.

To complete the examinlation( of the area of the neck and the chest, I will

do that together, we made the customary incision which we use in a routine

postmortem examination which is a Y-shaped incision from the shoulders over

the lower portion of the breastbone and over to the opposite shoulder and

reflected the skin and tisstues fromn the anterior portion of the chest-

We examined lin the region of this Incised suirgicail wound which was the

tracheotomy wound and we FsIw that there was somie bruisinig of the muscles of

? the neck In the depths of this wound as well as laceration or defect In the trachea.

At this point, of course, I am unable to say how munch of the defect in the

trachea was made by the knife of the surgeon, and how much of the defect

was made by the missile wound. That would have to lie ascertailned from the

surgeon who actually did the tracheotomy.
There was, howvever, some ecchymosis or contusion, of the museles of the

right anterior neck inferlorly, without, however, any disruption of the muscles

or any significant tearing of the muscles.

The muscles In this area of the body run roughly, as you see as he depicted

them here. We have removed some of them for a point I will make in a moment,

but it Is our opinion that the missile traversed the neck and slid between these

t' .ii~ muscles and other vital structures with a course in the neck such as the carotid

artery, the jugular vein and other structures because there was no massive

hemmorhnage or other massive Injury In this portion of the neck.
In attempting to relate findings vithin the Presidents body to this wound

which we had observed low in his neck, we then opened his chest cavity, and

we very carefully examined the lining of his chest cavity and both of his lungs.

- We found that there was, in fact, no defect in the pleural lining of the President's

chest.
It was completely Intact.

However, over the apex of the right pleural cavity, and the pleura now has

-S - two layers. It has a parietal or a layer which lines the chest cavity and It has a

visceral layer which Is Intimately in association vith the lung.

As depicted In figure 385, In the apex of the right pleural cavity there was

a bruise or contusion or eceinymosis of the parietal lfleura as vell as a bruise

. 7 of the upper portion, the most apical portion of the right lung.
It, therefore, was our opinion that the missile white not penetrating physically

* the pleural cavity, as it passed that point bruised either the missile itself, or

the force of Its passage through the tissues, bruised both the parletal and the

visceral pleura.
The area of discoloration on the apical portion of the right upper lung

measured five centimeters In greatest diameter, and was wedge shaped in con-

. figuration, with Its base toward the top of the chest and its apex down towards

the substance of the lung.
Once again Kodachrome photographs were made of this area in the interior

of the President's chest.

Mr. SPEcTER. Would you mark the point on Exhibit 385, the one on the rear

of the President as point *C" and the one on the front of the President as

point "D" so we can discuss those, Dr. Humes?
Now, what conclusion did you reach, if any, as to whether point "C" was the

point of entry or exit?
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Commander HutmEs. We reached the conclusion that point "C" was a point

of entry.
AIr. SrEcrT.s What characteristics of that wound led you to that conelumlon /

Commander IHutmaF. The characteristics here were basically similar to the

characteristics above, lacking one very valuailbe clue or plece of eviden(ve rat her

than clie, because It Is more truly a piece of evidence In the skull. The skull

ias I mentioned before had the bone with the characteristic defect made am a

missile traverses bone.
This missile, to the best of our ability to ascertain, struck no bone pro-

tuberances, no bony prominnnenes, no ItNines as it traversed the Presilent's b odly.

But it was a sharply delineated wound. It was quite regular in its outline.

It measured, as I mentioned, 7 by 4 unm. Its margins were similar In nil

respects when viewed with the naked eye to the wound In the skull. which we 3
feel incontrovertibly was a wound of entrance.

The defect in the fascin which Is that layer of connective tissue over the

muscle just beneath the wound corresponded virtually exactly to the defect in

the skin.
And for these reasons we felt that this was a wound of entrance.

Mr. SPEcToR. Did you search the body to determine if there was any bullet

inside the body?
Commander HU7mES. Before the arrival of Colonel Finck we had made X-rays

of the head, neck and torso of the President, and the upper portions of his

major extremities, or both his upper and lower extremities. At Colonel Finck's

suggestion, we then completed the X-ray examination by X-raying the 1Presi-

dent's body in toto, and those X-rays are available.
Mr. SPEcTEtL What did those X-rays disclose with respect to the possible

presence of a missile in the P'resident's body?

Commander HuOMEs. They showed no evidence of a missile In the President's

body at any point. And these were examined by ourselves and by the radiologist,

who assisted us In this endeavor.
Mr. SPECTER. Whatt conclusion, if aimmy, did you reach as to whether point "D"

on 385 was the point of entrance or exit?

Commander HusIEs. We concluded that this missile depicted in 385s "C"

which entered the President's body traversed the President's body and made

its exit through the wound observed by the physicians at Parkland Hospital

and later extended as a tracheotomy wound.

Mr. SPECTER. Does the description "ragged wound" which is found in the

Parkland report shed any light in and of itself as to whether point "D" Is an

exit or entry wound?

Commander HuMES. I believe, sir, that that statement goes on, ragged wound

In the trachea. I don't believe that refers to the skin. And you might say

that it is a ragged wound is more likely to be a wound of exit.

However, the trachea has little cartilaginous rings which have a tendency,

which would be disrupted by this, and most wounds of the trachea unless very

cleverly incised would perhaps appear slightly ragged.
Mr. SPEcToR. Now, what was the angle, if any, that you observed on the path

of the bullet, as you outlined it?
Commander HuxtEs. The angle which we observed in measuring, in compar-

Ing the point of entrinice, our point of entrance labeled "C" on 38:-T and "D"

point of exit is one that the point of exit is below the point of entrance compared

with the vertical.
Mr. SPEcToa. Have you had an opportunity to examine the clothing which

A 1has been identified for you as being that worn by the President on the day of

the assassination?
Commander HuMtEs. Yes; yesterday, just shortly before the Commission hear-

ing today was begun, Air. Chief Justice, we had opportunity for the first time

to examine the clothing worn by the late President.

In private conversation among ourselves before this opportunity, wie pre-

dicted we would find defects In the clothing corresponding with the defects

which were found, of course, on the body of the late President.
M :Br. SPECTEfR. he Justice, may It please the Commission, I would like A

to have identified for the record three articles on which I have placed Com-

6,
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mission Exhibits Nos. 393 being the cont worn by the President, 394 being the
* Ehshirt, and 395 being the l resident's tie, and at this time move for their admission

; $into evidence.
The CUAIRMAN. It may be admitted.
(The articles of clothing referred to were marked Comiilslion Exhibits

Nos. 393, 394 and 395 for Identification, and received In evidence.)
M1r. SPECTER. Taking 393 at the start, Doctor Humes, will you describe for

the record what hole, if any, is observable In the back of that garment which
would be at or about the spot you have described as being the point of entry l

. : on the President's back or lower neck.
Commander IIUrIs. Yes. sir. This exhibit Is a grey suit cont stated toi

* *have been worn by the President on the day of him death. Situated to the
right of the midline high ill the back portion of the coat is a defect, one margin

. .of which is semicircular.
Situated above it Just below the collar is an additional defect. It Is our

opinion that the lower of these defects corresponds essentially with the point
of entrance of the missile at Point C on Exhibit 385.

* Mir. SPECTER. Would it be accurate to state that the hole which you have
identified as being the point of entry is approximately G3 Inches below the top
of the collar, and 2 inches to the right of the middle seani of the comit Y

Commander HUmEs. That is approximately correct, sir. This defect, I might
say, continues on through the material.

Attached to this garment is the memorandum which states that one half of
the area around the hole which was presented had been removed boy experLs,
I believe, at the Federal Bureau of Investigation, and also that- a control area
was taken from under the collar, so it is my interpretation that this defect at
the top of this garment Is the control area taken by the Bureau, and that the
reason the lower defect Is not more circle or oval in outline is because a por-
tion of that defect has been removed apparently for physical examinations.

Mr. SPEc-rER. Now, does the one which you have described as the entry of the
bullet go all the way through?

Commander HUxtES. Yes. sir; it goes through both layers.
* Mr. SPEcrER. Row about the upper one of the collar you have described, does

that go all the way through?
Commander HuOMEs. Yes, sir; it goes all the way through. It is not-wait a

minute, excuse me-it Is not so clearly a puncture wound as the one below.
Mr. SPEcTEa. Does the upper one go all the way through In the same course?
Commander Hubms. No.
Mr. SPECTER. Through the inner side as it went through the outer side?
Commander HU1MES. No, in an irregular fashion.

* XMlr. SPECTER. Will you take (Comumisslon Exhibit 394 and describe what that is.
first of all, please?

Commander Huhrms. This Is the shirt, blood-stained shirt, purportedly worn
-l by the President on the day of his assassination. When viewed from behind

at a point which corresponds essentially with the point of defect on the jacket,
- l one sees an irregularly oval defect.

When viewved anteriorly, with the top button buttoned, two additional defects
are seen. Of course, with the shirt buttoned, the fly front of the shirt causes two
layers of cloth to be present In this location, and that there Is a defect in the
inner layer of cloth and a corresponding defect in the outer layer of the cloth.

M1r. SPECTER. Is there any observable indication from the fibers on the front7side of the shirt to indicate in which direction a missile might have passed
through those two tears?

Commander HuMzEs. From an examination of these defects at this point, it
would appear that the missile traversed these two layers from within to the
exterior.

X NMr. SPECTER. Would It be accurate to state that the hole In the back of the
shirt it approximately 0 inches below the top of the collar and 2 Inches to the
right of the middle seam of the shirt?

Commander HuMEs. That is approximately correct, sir.
Mr. SpEcrma. Now, how, if at all, do the holes In the shirt and coat conform
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to the wound of entrance which you described as point "C" on Commission Ex.

: , hl~bbit.9)M? , X

Commander HuMEs. We believe that they conform quite well. When view-
ing-first of all, the wounds or the defects in 393 and 394 coincide virtually

exactly with one another.
They give the appearance when viewed separately and not as part of the

clothing of a clothed person as being perhaps, somewhat lower on the Exhibits

393 and 394 than we have depicted them In Exhibit No. 385. We believe there are
two reasons for this.

385 is a schematic representation, and the photographs would fe more accurate

as to the precise location, but more particularly the way In which these defects

would conform with such a defect on the torso would depend on the girth of the

shoulders and conilguration of the base of the neck of the Individual. and the

relative position of the shirt and coat to the tissues of the body at the time of

the impact of the missile.
*r. SPEcTER. As to the muscular status of the President, what was it!

. ; Commander llustEs. The President was extremely well-develoled. an ex-

tremely well-developed, muscular young man with a very well-developed Net of

muscles in his thornco and shoulder girdle.
Mr. SPEcTER. What effect would that have on the o)Nsitioning of the shirt and

coat with respect to the position of the neck in and about the seam!

Commander lIuMEs. I believe this would have a tendency to push the portions

of the coat which show the defects here somewhat higher on the back of the

*1 President than on a man of less muscilar development.
Mr. SPECTER. 'Mr. Chief Justice, may it please the Commission, I would like to

mark for identification Exhibit 396, which later proof will show is a picture of

President Kennedy shortly before the first bullet struck him, and ask the doctor

to take a look at that.
Will you describe, Doctor Humes, the position of President Kennedy's right

hand In that picture?
Commander HuMEs. Yes. This exhibit, Commission Exhibit No. 3196, allegedly

taken just prior to the wounding of the late President, shows him with his hand

raised, his elbow bent, apparently in saluting the crowd. I believe that this

action-
Mr. SPECrER. Which hand was that?

Commander HumEs. This was his right hand, sir. I believe that this action

Swould further accentuate the elevation of the coat and the shirt with respect

:: to the back of the Presideent.
XMr. SPECrER. Now, Doctor Humes, will you take Commission Exhibit No.

395-
Mr. IMcCLoY. Before you go, may I ask a question? In your examination of

the shirt, I just want to get it in the record, from your examination of the shirt.

there is no defect In the collar of the shirt which coincides with the defect In

the back of the President's coat, am I correct?
Commander HumEs. You are correct, sir. There is no such defect. .

Mr. SPECTER. As to Commission Exhibit 395, Dr. Humes, will you identify

what that is, please?

Commander HuXIEs. We had an opportunity to examine this exhibit before

the Commission met today, sir. This is Commission Exhibit No. 395, and is the

"neck tie purportedly worn, purportedly to have been worn, by the late I'resident

on the day of his assassination. hid
Mr. SPECTER. What defect, if any, is noted on the tie which would correspond

.* with the. path of a missile apparently passing through the folds of the shirt

which you have already described?

Commander HUMiES. This tie Is one of those-this tie Is still in its knotted

has been severed apparently with scissors or other sharp instrument account-

Ing for the loop about the neck.
The tie Is tied in four-in-hand fashion but somewhat askew from the way

a person would normally tie a four-in-hand knot.

Situated on the left anterior aspect of this knotted portion of the tie at a

E point approximately corresponding with the defects noted previously In the
0
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two layers of the shirt is a superfiCial tear of the outer layer only of the fabric

of this tic which, I believe, could have been caused by a glancing blow to this

portion of the tie by a missile.

.Mr. SPEcTER. ir. Chief Justice, I move at tills time for the admission ito

evidence of Exhibits 393 through Exhibit 390, the three articles of clothing and

the photograph which we have just used.
The CHAIRMAN. They may be admitted.

(Exhibits Nos. 393 throughl 390 were received In evidence and may le found

In the Commission flies.)
Mr. McCLoY. Commander, did you say left or right?

Commander HuOiEs. No, sir. In fact, the way this bow is tied now It would

appear to be on the left of this tie, but It Is kind of twisted out of shape.

Air. McCLoY. Yes. It is twisted. It is not too clear.

Commander HUmF.s. It is not too clear. it Is not clear how that might have

been in position with the shirt, sir.
Mr. SPEcTER. Now, Doctor Humes, at one point in your examination of the

President, did you make an effort to probe the point of entry with your finger?

Commander HurtEs. Yes, sir; I did.

Mr. SPEcTEa. And at or about that tilme when you were trying to ascertain,

as you previously testified, vhether there was any missile in the body of the

President, did someone from the Secret Service call your attention to the fact

that a bullet had been found on a stretcher at Parkland Hospital?

Commander HUMES. Yes, sir; they did.

.Mr. SPECTER. And In that posture of your examination, having just learned

of the presence of a bullet on a stretcher, did that call to your mind any tenta-

tive explanatory theory of the point of entry or exit of the bullet which you have

described as entering at Point "C" on Exhibit 3857

Commander HUoEs. Yes, sir. We were able to ascertain vith absolute cer-

tainty that the bullet had passed by the apical portion of the right lung produc-

Ing the injury which we mentioned.
I did not at that point have the Information from Doctor Perry about the

wound In the anterior neck, and while that was a possible explanation for the

point of exit, we also had to consider the possibility that the missile In some

rather inexplicable fashion had been stopped In Its path through the President's

body and, in fact, then had fallen from the body onto the stretcher.

Mr. SPECTER. And what theory did you think possible, at that juncture, to

explain the passing of the bullet hack out the point of entry; or had you been

provided with the fact thnt. external heart massage had been performed on

the President?

Commander HUMES. Yes, sir; we had, and we considered the possibility that

some of the physical maneuvering performed by the doctors might have in

some way caused this event to take place.

Mr. SpEcrE. Now, have you since discounted that possibility, Doctor Humes?

Commander HuOEs. Yes; In essence we have. When examining the wounds

in the base of the President's neck anteriorly, the region of the tracheotomy

performed at Parkland Hospital, we noted, and we noted In our record. some

contusion and bruising of the muscles of the neck of the President. We noted

that at the time of the postmortem examination.

Now, we also made note of the types of wounds which I mentioned to you

before in this testimony on the chest which were going to be used by the

doctors there to place chest tubes. They also made other wounds, one on the

left arm, and a wound on the ankle of the President with the idea of administer-

Ing intravenous blood and other fluids in hope of replacing the blood which

the President had lost from his extensive wounds.

Those wounds showed no evidence of bruising or contusion or physical vio-

lence, which made us reach the conclusion that they were performed during

the agonal moments of the late president, and when the circulation was, In

essence, very seriously embarrassed, if not nonfunctional. So that these wounds.

the wound of the chest and the wound of the arm and of the ankle were per-

formed about the same time as the tracheotomy wound because only a very few

moments of time elapsed when all this was going on.
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So. therefore, we reached the conclusion that the damnge to these museles"on the anterior neck just below this wound were received nt ipprroximig:Iteiy the
';t F Fsanie time that tile wound here on the top of the plelural *avity wa., wjilii.

t:. 7~ t the President still lived and while his heart and liuings were olierllilig In S'uoi,
: S tf a fashion to perillit himii to have a bruise in tile Vl ililty, becau 11st tillt he *lid

Ihalve In the1se st ri p ilscies li tle neck. hut lie didn't hIlve in the a rlla of tilc
,othuer inlciisions that were made at l'sirklnlid H:nslillitl. So we feel t I1at, ha r this
ma.issih tiot lialde its lpath in that fashion, the wound iniai dle by I bet ur l'erry in

.* tile neck wollid not have been able to produce, wouldn't hsave been itle to prodtice
these contusions of the milusciliature of the neck.

' Mr. DUmI..Es. Could I ask a question about the miissile, I nm111 a little bit-the.
:ililet, 1 aml a lititle bit- confused. It was found on the stretcher. I)id the
I'resideit's hody reisisln on the stretcher while it was in the hoslu1ttll!

Comimander IIU:NIER. Of that point I have no knowledge. The onliy-
Mr. DULI.FS. Why would it-would thls oleratilIg histve lillytiiiii to do with

the bullet being ol the stretchler unless the President's body retailned 'tn the
stretcher after he was taken into the hospital; Is that possible?

Commander HuNtEs. It is quite possible, sir.
S.Mr. DULLES. Otherwise it seems to me the bullet would have to have been

* ejected from the body before lie was taken or put on the bed In the hospital.
Commander Huv.%s. Right, sir. 1. of course, was not there. I (lon't know

how he was handlied in tile hospital. In what conveyance. I (1o know lie was
on his back during the period of his stay in the hospital: Doctor Perry told me
that

Mr. DULLES. Yes; nnd wasn't turned over.
Commander HUOMEs. That Is right.
Air. DULLES. So he might have been onl the stretcher the whole time. i8 that

your view?
The CHAIRMAN. He said he had no view. He wasn't there, hke doesn't know

anything about it.
Mr. DULLES. Yes. I wonder if there is other evidence of tIhis.
Mr. SPEcTER. There has been other evidenee, NMr. Dulles. If I may say at

this point, we shall produce later, suljed t to sequeitial proof, evidence that
the stretcher on which this bullet was found was the stretcher of Goverhor
Connally. We have a sequence of events on the tranusmlssion of that stretcher
which ties that down reasonably closely, so that on the night of the autopsy
itself, as the information I have been developing indicates, the thought pre-
liminarily was that vas from President Kennedy's stretcher, and that is what
led to the hypothesis which we have been exploring about. but which has since
been rejected. But at any rate the evidence will show that It was from Governor
Connally's stretcher that the bullet was found. 4

.L , .Mr. DULLES. So this bullet Is still missing?
M 3r. SPECTER That Is the subject of some theories I am about to get Into.

That Is an elusive subject, but Dr. Humes has some views on It, and we might
just as well go Into those now. if

Mr. McCCLoY. Before he gets into that, may I ask a question?
The CHAIRMAN. Surely, go right ahead.
Mr. McCLoY. Quite apart from the President's clothing, now directing your ';

attention to the flight of the bullet, quite apart from the evidence given by the
President's clothing, you, I believe, indicated that the flight of the bullet was
from the back, from above and behind. It took roughly the line which Is shown Wi
on your Exhibit 385.

Commander HUMEs. Yes, sir.
8- S, Mr. AcCLoy. I am not clear what Induced you to come to that conclusion if 0

you couldn't find the actual exit wound by reason of the tracheotomy. i
Commander Hu)IEs. The report which we have submitted, sir, represents our

thinking within the 24-48 hours of the death of the President, all facts taken
into account of the situation.

The wound In the anterior portion of the lower neck Is physically lower than
the point of entrance posteriorly, sir.

Mr. MCCLoy. That is what I wanted to bring out.
Commander HUMES. Yes, sir.
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; s M~,%r. MClCrolr. Mny T ask this: In spite of the Inelslon made by the tracbeotomy, .I

was there any evidence left of the exit aperture?

Commander Hu3fERs. Unfortunately not that we could ascertain, sir.

*Mr. McCCLoY. I see.

Mr. Dur.LFs. There Is no evidence In the coat or the shirt of an exit through

the coat or shirt.
Commander Ruiars. There Is no exit through the coat, sir. Blut these two.

In the shirt, of course-excuse me, sir-there Is. The entrance by our

calculations-
Mr. DurLLEs. The entrance I know.
Commander HuMEs. Posteriorly.
Mr. DuEr.nr. What about the exit?
Commander Huiars. The exit wounds are just below.
Mr. Dui.Fs. But there was no coat to exit through.

Commander HUMrS. No; anteriorly the cont was quite open.

Senator CooPER. Maay I ask a question?
Commander HumsS. Yes, sir, Senator.

Senator CooprR. Assuming that we draw a straight line from Point "C" which

you have described as n possible point of entry of the missile, to Point "D"

where you saw an incision of the tracheotomy-
Commander HuMFs. Yes, sir.
Senator CooPER. What would he the relation of the bruise at the apex of the

pleural sac to such a line?
Commander Humfs. It would be exactly In line with such a line, sir. exactly.

Senator CooPR. What was the character of the bruise that you saw there?

Commander flumFs. The bruise here, photographs are far superior to my

humble verbal description, but If I let my hand In cup shaped fashion represent

the apical parietal pleura, it was an area approximately 5 cm. In greatest

diameter of purplish blue discoloration of the parletal pleura. Corresponding

exactly with It, with the lung sitting below It. was a roughly pyramid-shaped

bruise with Its base toward the surface of the upper portion of the lung, and

the apex down Into the lung tissue, and the whole thing measured about 5 cm.,

which Is a little-2 Inches in extent, sir.

Senator COOrPR. What would he the-cnn you describe the covering around

the apex of the pleural sac, the nature of Its protection. My point Is to get

your opinion as to whether some other factor, some factor other than the missile

could have caused this bruise which you saw.

Commander fluMEs. A couple of ways we might do this, sir. One with regard

to temporal, It was quite fresh. When examined under the microscope, the lung

In this area had recent hemorrhaging In It. The red blood cells were well-

preserved. as they would be if It happened quite recently before death. as was

the red blood cells where they bad gotten ouft into the lung tissue near there.

The discoloration was essentially of the same character as the discoloration

In the muscles adjacent thereto, which would roughly again place It temporally If

In approximately the same time since bruises change color as time goes by, and

these appeared quite fresh.

This Is with regard to time-I don't know whether that Is the right parameter

In which you wished to study It, Senator.

Senator COOPER. My question really went to this point: Considering the loca-

tion of the bruise at the apex, of the pleural sac-

Commander HUmEs. Yes, sir. l
Senator CooPER And of the tissue or muscles around It, was there any other

factor which you could think of that might have caused that bruise other than

the passage of a missile?
Commander HuwES. It was so well localized that I truthfully, sir, can't think

of any other way. r

Senator CoopEa. That Is all.
Mr. McCLoY. May I ask you one question which, perhaps, the answer Is quite

obvious. If, contrary to the evidence that we have here, that anterior wound

was the wound of entry, the shot must have come from below the President to

have followed that path.
Commander HuMEs. That course, that is correct, sir.
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Ar. 8rscrsn. Dr. Minim can you compare the anglel of declination on 385,
point "C" to "D", with 3 "A" to B ?

Conmimander llvUxs. You will note. nnd again I mist apologize for the sehe-
matic nature of these diagranis drawn to a certai h exlent from umemory and to
a certain extent froin the written record. It woild appiar that the angle oif
declination Is somaewhat sharper In the head wound, 3X, than it Is in 385.

The reason for this, we feel, by the pattern of the entrance wouind at .38 "A"
causes us to feel that the lPresident's head wns belt forward, and we feel this
accoutits for the difference in the angle, plus undoubilnlly the woulnds were not
received absolutely simultaneously, so that the vehicle In whieh the lPresident
was traveling moved during this period of tinie, which would account for a
difference in the line of fligit, sir.

Mr. Srverrit. Aside(- from the mlight dinferences which are notable by observ-
Ing those two exhibits, are they roughly eoniplirablle to the angle of decline?

Commander HUMFS. I believe them to lIe roughly comparable, sir.
Mr. SPEcTER. Could you state for the record an approximation of the angle of

decline?

Commander HuuEs. Mathematics iN not my forte. Approximately 45 degrees
fromna the horizontal.

Mr. SPECTER. Would you elaborate somewhat. Doctor llumes, on why the
angle would change by virtue of a tilting of the head of the President since
the basis of the computation of angle is with respect to the ground?

Commander HUUES. I find the question a little difficult of answering right off,
forgive me, sir.

Mr. SrcETER. I will try to rephrase it. Stated more simply, why would the
tilting of the President's head affect the angle of the decline? You stated that
was

Commander Hu?.Es. The angle that I am making an observation most about
is the angle made that we envisioned having been made by the impingement of
the bullet In Its flight at the point of entry. This angle we see by the difference
of the measuremnent of the two wounds.

Therefore, this is-we have several angles we are talking about here, un-
fortunately, this Is-the angle of which we speak In this location, "A" to "B",
and It is difficult.

I have to retract. Since we feel from their physical configurations, wounds
385 "C" and 388 "A" are entrance wounds, if there wasn't some significant
change In the angulation of the President's head with respect to the line of 1
flight from these missiles, the physical measurements of 385 "C" and this 388
"A" should be similar. They aren't, in fact, dissimilar in that there Is a greater
angulation in 388 "A". Therefore, there has to be either a change In the posi-
tion of the vehicle in which the President Is riding with respect to the horizontal I
or a change in the situation of the President's head. I believe that the exhibitssubmitted earlier, the photograph-

Mr. SPECTER. I believe the ones were given to you so far-excuse me, you are
right, 389.

Commander HUMES. 389, In fact at this point shows the President's head in
a slightly Inclined forward position, and I am not enough aware of the geography
of the ground over which the vehicle was traveling to know how much that
would affect it.

Mr. SPEcTrE. If you were to be told that there was a distance traversed of t
approximately 150 feet from the time of Point "C" on 385 to Point "A" on 388,
and you would assume the additional factor that there was a slight angle ofdecline on the street as well, would those factors, assuming them to be true,
help In the explanation of the differences in the angles?

Commander HUMES. I think that they would make the figure as depicted in '
388 quite understandably different from 385.

Mr. DULLER. Was it possible, In view of the condition of the brain to point
with absolute accuracy to the point of exit there? I can see that the point of
exit in 385 can be clearly determined. Is It equally possible to determine the
point of exit In 388?

Commander HUMES. No, sir; it was not, other than through this large defect
because when-
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Mr. DuLtnsa. TherefOre, that angle might be somewhat different.

Commander IDu S. Might be somewhat different, sir. I think we made refer-

ence to that somewhat earlier. The fragments were so difficult to replace In

their precise anatomic location-w

Mr. DUL.LEs. That Is what I thought, but I wasn't sure.

Commander HuMSE. That is correet. n In regard to 3K slatoht

Mr. MlcCLOy. I would like to nsk a question in reghardtl? smlrtota

asked as to 388. In your opinion, wnvs the 385 Wound lethal?

Commander IHUMES. ~No, sir.wolithvafeedhePsdns
Mir. DUiLES. With the wound In 385, would it ha

power of speech? 
i i

C~oemmander IUMS. It could have. sir. The wound caused a defect

trachea which would most usually have caused at least some detect In the proper

phonation, sir.
(Discussion off the record.)

Th HAIRMAN. On the record. Rqeto oetao otrHms

Mr. SPEcER. In response to Mr. Dulles question a moment ago

you commented that they did not turn him over at Parkiand. Will you state

for the record what the source of your information is on that?

Commander HUaEs. Yes. This Is a result of a personal telephone converga-

tion between myself and Dr. Malcolm Perry early In the moring of Saturday.

November 23.
Mr. SPEcEa. At that time did Doctor Perry tell you specifically, Doctor Humes,

that the Parkiand doctors had not observed the wound in the President's back?

Commander HumEs. Ile told me that the President was on his back from the

time he was brought into the hospital until the time he left it, and that at no

time was he turned from his back by the doctors.

Mr. SPECTrE And at the time of your conversation with Doctor Perry did

you tell Doctor Perry anything of your observations or conclusions?

Commander HUmES. No, sir; I did not.

(A short recess was taken.)

The CHAIRMAN. Gentlemen, the Commission will be In order. We will coal-

tinue with the examination.
Mr. SpEcTEL Doctor Humes, as to points of entry on the body of the late

President, how many were there in total?

Commander HUMES. Two, sir, as depicted in 385- nd 388-A.

Mr. SpxcrEa. And to points of exit, how many were there?

Commander HumEs. Two, sir, as depleted in 385-D and the vicinity of 388-B.

I make the latter remark as was developed earlier, In that the size of the large

defect in the skull was so great and the fragmentation was so complex that It

was impossible to accurately pinpoint the exit of the missile In the head wound.

Mr. SpcTECS Now as to that Inst factor, would the X-rays be of material as-

sistance to you In pinpointing the specific locale of the exit?

Commander HumEs. I do not believe so, sir. The only path that the X-rays

show in any detail are of the minor fragments which passed from point A

Mr. SPECTER. Now that you have finished your major descriptions of the

wounds, can you be any more specific In teling us In what way the availability

of the x-rays would assist in further specifying the nature of the wounds?

Commander HumEs. I do not believe, sir, that the availability of the X-rays

would materially assist the Commission.

Mr. SpEcmr. How about the same question as to the pictures?

Commander HUMES. The pictures would show more accurately and In more de-

tall the character of the wouhds as depleted particularly in 385 and 388

and in 388-A. They would also perhaps give the Commissioners a better-

better is not the best term, but a more graphic picture of the massive defect

in 388.
Mr. SPECTER Going back for a moment, Doctor Humes-

The CHAIRMAN. Before we get off that, may I ask you this, Conmnander: If

we had the pictures here and you could look them over again and restate

your opinion, would It cause you to change any of the testimony you have

given here? 371
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C.niimntder I-UmE8. To the best of my recollection, Mr. Chief Justice, it
woild not.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. McCloy.
Mr. McCioY. May I ask this question?
The CHAIRMAN. C o right ahead.
Mr. McCioY. Do you have any knowledge as to whether or not any photo.

graphs were taken In Dallas?
-s Commander Huhivms. I have none, sir, no knowledge.

Mir. McCioy. No knowledge that any were taken?
Representative FoRn. 'May I ask what size are the pictures to whieh you refer?
Commander HumFs. We exposed both black and white and color negatives,

Congre^smnn. They were exyxrsed In the miorgue during the e ximiatitle.n.
They were not developed. The kodachrome negatives when develolped would
he 405. They were In film carriers or cassettes, as were the black and white.

Of course they could he magnified.
Representative FoRn. Have those been examined by personnel at Bethesda'
Commander HuMEs. No, sir. We exposed these negatives; we turned them

over. Here I must ask the counsel again for advice-to the Secret Service.
Air. SPECTn Yes; It was the Secret Service.
Commander IHutt{s. They were turned over to the Secret Service in their

cassettes unexposed, and I have not seen any of them since. This is the photo.
graphs. The X-rays were developed In our X-ray department on the spot that
evening, because we had to see those right then as part of our examination, but
the photographs were made for the record and for other purposes.

Representative FORD. But they had never been actually developed for viewing.
Commander Humes. I do not know, sir.
Mr. SPEc-TE. Doctor Humes, back to the angles for just a moment.
Commnnder HUmaa. Yes, sir.
Mr. SPWrER. Hypothesize or assume, If you will, that other evidence will

show that the wound inflicted on Commission Exhibit 385 at point C occurred
while the President was riding in the rear seat of his automobile approximately
100 feet from a point of origin in a six-floor building nearby, and assume fur-
ther that the wound Inflicted in 388 at point A occurred when the President
was approximately 250 feet away from the same point.

With those assumptions In mind, there would be somewhat different angles
of declination going from C to D on 385 and from A to B on 388.

Commander Hum Es. I would expect there would.
Mr. SPEc-TE. You have already testified earlier today that you were unable

to pinpoint with precision angle A to B on 388 because of the reconstruction
of the scalp.

Now my question to you, In that elongated fashion, is from what you know
and what you have described, are the angles, as you have expressed them to
be in your opinion, consistent with a situation where the two wounds were
inflicted at the angles and at the distances just described to you?

Commander HUMES. I believe they are consistent. I would state that the path
outlined on 388-A to B Is to a certain extent conjectural for the reasons given
before.

Mr. SPEc-TEL Now, Doctor Humes, I hand you a group of documents which
have been marked as Commission Exhibit No. 397 and ask you If you can
identify what they are?

Commander HUMEs. Yes, sir; these are various notes In long-hand, or copies
rather, of various notes in long-hand made by myself, in part, during the per-
formance of the examination of the late President, and in part after the exami-
nation when I was preparing to have a typewritten report made.

Mr. SPECTER. Are there also included there some notes that you made while .
you talked to Doctor Perry on the telephone?

Commander HumEs. Yes, sir; there are.
Mr. SPEcTrE. Are there any notes which you made at any time which are not

Included In this group of notes?
Commander HumE8. Yes, sir; there are.
Mr. SPEcrE. And what do those consist of?
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Commander HUMEs. In privacy of my own home, early In the morning of
Sunday, November 24th, I made a draft of this report which I later revieed.
and of which this represents the revision. That draft I personally burned In
the fireplace of my recreation room.

Mr. SPEcTER. May the record show that the Exhibit No. 397 Is the Identical
document which has been previously Identified as Commission No. 371 for our
internal purposes.

Is the first sheet then In that group the notes you made when you talked to
Doctor Perry?

Commander HUUE8. That is correct, sir.
Mr. SrEcrEn. And do the next 15 sheets represent the rough draft which was

later copied Into the autopsy report which has been heretofore Identified with
an exhibit number?

Commander HUMES. That Is correct, sir.
Mr. SPEcTER. And what do the next two sheets represent?
Commander HUUES. The next two sheets are the notes actually made In the

room in which the examination was taking place. I notice now that the
handwriting in some instances Is not my own, and it is either that of Com-
mander Boswell or Colonel Flack.

Mr. SPECTER. And was that writing made at the same time that the autopsy
report was undertaken; that Is, did you review all of the markings on those
papers and note them to be present when you completed the autopsy report?

Commander HUMES. Yes, sir. From the time of the completion of this exami-
nation until the submission of the written report following Its preparation,
all of the papers pertinent to this case were In my personal custody.

Mr. SPEcTER. Have you now described all of the documents which were present
In that 397, Exhibit No. 397?

Commander HUMES. Yes, sir; with the exception of the certification to the
fact that 1, in fact, detailed them in my custody, and a certification that I had
destroyed certain preliminary draft notes.

Mr. SPEcrER. And these represent all the notes except those you have already
described which you destroyed?

Commander HUMES. That is correct, air.
Mr. SPEcTER. Now, just one point on the notes themselves. Page 14 of your

rough draft, Doctor Humes, as to the point of origin, the notes show that
there was a revision between your first draft and your final report.

Commander HUMES. Yes, sir.
Mr. SPECTER. Will you first of all read into the record the final conclusion

reflected in your final report.
Commander HUMES. I would rather read it from the final report. The final

report reads:
"The projectiles were fired from a point behind and somewhat above the level

of the deceased."
Mr. SPEcTER. And what did the first draft of that sentence as shown on page14 of your rough draft state?
Commander HUMES. It stated as follows:
"The projectiles were fired from a point behind and somewhat above a horn-

zontal line to the vertical position of the body at the moment of Impact."
i Mr. SPEcTE. Now would you state the reason for making that modification

between draft and final report, please?
Commander HUMES. This examination, as I have indicated, was performed

by myself with my two associates. The notes which we have just admitted as anexhibit are In my own hand and are my opinion, was my opinion at that time, asto the best way to present the facts which we had gleaned during this period.
Before submitting It to the typist, I went over this with great care with my two* ^associates. One or the other of them raised the point that perhaps this sentence

would state more than what was absolutely fact based upon our observations,
] pointing out that we did not know precisely at that time in what position thebody of the President was when the missiles struck, and that therefore weshould be somewhat less specific and somewhat more circumspect than the .U

way we stated It. When I considered this suggestion, I agreed that it would
be better to change It as noted, and accordingly, r did so.
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Air. SP~xrFER. Ailr. Chief .Tustice, I mcove now for the adnalmolon Into evidence
of Exhibit No. 397.

The CHAIRMAN. It may be adllaltpted.

(The documents, previously marked Exhibit No. 397 for Identification, were
received In evidence.)

Mr. AICC.oy. MSay I ask *nae question cabout the notes? The notes thnt you
made contemporaneously with your examinatioaa, you sald yoII put those down
and then you put. solie in lIter. flow mueh Jater were tle notes, within the
best of your recolleetion of the linal notes malde, not the final report, but the
final notes that you made In your own handwriting?

Comumanduler lluXiFs. The exanalecation wan concluded lppreoxiniately at 11
o'clock on the night. of Noveminbtr 22. The ftinl uiah ngt In Iht' militS prbir to
the typinug of the report were amade, and I will have to give you the time because
whatever time Mr. Oswald was shot, that Is about when I finished. I wVns work-
lng In an office, and somueone hind a television on and canac In and told me that
Mr. Oswald had been shot, and that was around noon onl Sunday. November 24th.

MIr. SPEC'rER. Mr. Chief Justice, I have now marked another photograph am the
next exhibit number, Conimissilo Exhibit 398. M1ay I say to the Commission
that this Is a photograph whcich, subject to later proof, will show it to be taken
immediately after the l'resident was struck by the first bullet.

The CHAIRMAN. It mccay be micarked.
(The photogrzcph was marked Commission Exhibit No. 398 for identification.)
Mlay I move for its admission into evidence at this time for this purpose?
The CHAIRMAN. It may be cdmitted.
(The photograph, previously marked Commission Exhibit No. 398 for identifi-

cation, vas received in evidence.)
Looking at Commissloa Exhibit 398, Doctor [lumes, with that as a background,

have you had an opportunity to review the ncedical reports on Governor Con-
nally at Parkland Hospital in Commission Exhibit 392?

Commander HuhIEs. I have.
Mr. SPECTER. Have you noted the wounds which he sustained on his right wrist,

that is, Governor Connally's right wrist?
Commander Hu?-irs. Yes, sir; I have noted the report of It in these records.
MIr. SPECTER. What does the report show as to those wounds on the right wrist?
Commander HUmEs. The report shows a wound of entrance on the dorsal as-

pect of the right wrist. Let's get the precise point here. The wound of entry
is described as on the dorsal aspect of the right wrist above the junction of the
distal fourth of the radius nnd the shaft. It was approximately two centi-
meters in length and rather oblique, with the loss of tissue, and some consider-
able contusions at the margins. There was a wound of exit along the volar
surface of the wrist about two centimeters above the flexion crease of the wrist
in the midline.

Mir. SPECTER. Doctor Humes, I show you a bullet which we have marked as
Commission Exhibit No. 399, and may I say now that, subject to later proof, this
is the missile which has been taken from the stretcher which the evidence now
indicates was the stretcher occupied by Governor Connally.

I move for its admission illto evidence at this tine.
The CHAIRMAN. It may be admitted.
(The article, previously marked Commission Exhibit No. 399 for identifica-

tion, was received in evidence.) L
Mr. SPECTER. We have been asked by the FBI that the missile not be handled

by anybody because it i8 undergoing further ballistic tests, and it now appears,
may the record show, in a plastic case in a cotton background.

Now looking at that bullet, Exhibit 399, Doctor Humes, could that bullet have
gone through or been any part of the fragment passing through President Ken-
nedy's head in Exhibit No. 388?

Commander HuSIEs. I do not believe so, sir.
Mr. SPECTER. And could that missUe have made the wound on Governor Con-

nally's right wrist?
Commander Humas. I think that that is most unlikely. May I expand on

those two answers?
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',MJr. SpEcsr Yea, please do.

Commander llum^i. The X-rays made of the wound in the head of the late

president showed fragmentations of the missile. Some fragments we recovered

and turned over, as hal been previously noted. Also we have X-rays of the

fragment of skull which was In the region of enir opinion exit wouiml showing

metallic fragments.
Also going to Exhibit 392, the report from I'arkland Hospital, the following

sentence referring to the examination of the wound of the wrist Is foumdd:

"Small bits of metal were encountered at various levels throughout the

wound, and these were, wherever they were Identified and could be picked up,

picked up and submitted to the pathology department for identIfication and

examinations."
The reason I believe it most unlikely that this missile could have Intlicted

either of these wounds is that this missile Is basically Intact; Its jacket appears

to me to be in tact, and I do not understand how It could possibly have left

fragments In either of these locations.

Mr. SprrWL What wounds did Governor Connally sustain In his chest area,

based upon the records of Parkland Hospital, which you have examined, Doctor

Humes? 
o

Commander Hui.Es. Governor Connally received In his chest a wound of en-

trance just-this Is again from 392-"ijust lateral to the right scapula close to

the axilla which had passed through the iattisimus dorsl muscle, shattered ap-

proximately ten centimeters of a lateral and anterior portion of the right fifth

rib, and emerged below the right nipple anterially."

These were the wounds of the chest of Governor Connally.

Mr. SPEcrmE. Now assuming that there were only three missiles fired, and

bearing In mind the positions of President Kennedy and Governor Connally from

the photograph marked Commission Exhibit 398, do you have an opinion as to

the source of the missiles which Inflicted the wound on President Kennedy

marked 385-C to D, and the wound In Governor Connally's chest which you have

just referred to?

Commander HUMEa. Yes. I would preface this statement by the following:

As I testified earlier in the afternoon, as much as we could ascertain from our

X-rays and physical examinations, this missile struck no bony structures In

traversing the body of the late President. Therefore, I believe It was moving at

; Ad Its exit from the President's body at only very slightly less than that velocity,

so it was still traveling at great speed.

I believe in looking at Exhibit 398, which purports to be at approximately

the time the President was struck, I see that Governor Connally Is sitting di-

rectly In front of the late President, and suggest the possibility that this missile,

having traversed the low neck of the late President. In fact traversed the chest

of Governor Connally.

Mr. Spscrym How much of the velocity, If any, or would there be an ap-

* - preelable diminution of the velocity of the projectile on passing through the

portions of President Kennedy's body which you have described?

I 4e 
Commander HuMES. I would have to defer to my associate, Colonel Flack,

for an opinion about this.

Mr. SPEcrEa. Fine. As to any damage to the rib which you described Gov-

ernor Connally sustained, would that impact or trauma be consistent with

the markings which are shown on Exhibit 399?

Commander HumuEs. I think it quite possible. Here I think If this point

were to be explored further, a most valuable piece of evidence would be an

X-ray of the chest of Governor Connally, because I believe that this missile

could have struck the rib a glancing blow.

The rib Is a rather rigid structure, and the missile would not have to strike

It directly to cause the fracture that was described, and the fracture is not very

clearly described to me, and if an X-ray, for Instance, showed no metallic

fragments In the chest of the Governor, I would think it quite likely that this

was the missile that had traversed his chest, because I doubt if this missile

would have left behind It any metallic fragments from its physical appearance

at this time.
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Mr. SpwTFrER Could tant. missile lvetaesdGovernor Connally's chest

without having hiln know It imnhdhittelY fir Inistantaneolsly
?

Comimialnder HUNtES. I believe so. I have heard reports, and have been told

by my professional associat4's of any number of Instances where people re-

ceived plenetrating wounds In variouns portions of the body and have only the

sensation of a slight. d1iscontfort or slight slap or some other minor difrfiulty

froin such a missile wound. I ain sure be would lie aware that something

happened to him, but that he was shot, I am not certain.

Representative FoRIw. Would that have been the potential reaction of the

President when first hit, as shown in 385?

Comndnllder IIUMES. It could very easily be one of some type of an injury-

I mean the awareness that lie had been struck by a missile, I don't know,

but people have been drilled through with a misslie and didn't know It.

Mr. SPEcTER. Dr. Ilunies, unlder your opinion which you have just given us,

what effect, if any, would that have on whether this bullet, 3MO, could have

been the one to lodge In Governor Connally's thigh?

Commander IlumEs. I think that extremnely unlikely. The reports, again

Exhibit 392 from Parkland, tell of an entrance wound on the lower midthigh of

the Governor, and X-rays taken there are described as showing metallic frag-

ments in the bone, which apparently by this report were not removed and

are still present in Governor Connally's thigh. I can't conceive of where they

came from this missile.

Representative FoRD. The missile Identified as Exhibit 3.)9.

Commander HuiMES. 399, sir.

Mr. SPEcTER. Doctor Humes, would you have at opinion as to whether the

wounds on Governor Connally's wrist and thigh were caused by the same

bullet?
Commander HumES. In reading the description of the fragmentation that

was found, fragments were found In the wrist, one fragment was found im-

bedded In his femur, I would feel it was definitely within the realm of pos-

sibility that the same missile could have produced both of those Injuries.

Mr. SpxcrEs. Those are all my questions, Mr. Chief Justice.

The CHAIRMAN. Are there any other questions? If not, thank you very

much, Commander. You have been very helpful to us, Indeed.

Commander HuMus. Thank you very much, sir.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.

Mr. SPEcTER. Comnmander Boswell.

Mr. MCCLoY. May I ask one more question?

The CHAIRMAN. Of course you may.

Mr. McCLoY. Earlier in the afternoon we had taken out of cellophane bags

here the clothing of the President.

Commander HuMEs. Yes, sir.

Mr. McCLoY. And amongst them was the shirt.

Commander HUMES. Yes, sir.

Mr. McCLoY. From your examination of the wounds, of the defects, I guess

you would call it in the shirt-

Commander HUMES. Yes, sir.

Mr. MCCLOY. Would you from examining the tissues of that shirt have any

conclusions as to how that wound, how that missile passed through the shirt?

Was it from the rear to the front, or from the front to the rear?

Commander HuMES. As I examined that exhibit today, sir, the threads are

fragmented and distorted In such a fashion which would indicate to me that

the missile passed through the shirt from the rear to the front.

TESTIMONY OF COMDR. J. THORNTON BOSWELL, MEDICAL CORPS,

U-S NAVY

The CHAIRMAN. Commander Boswell, will you raise your right hand and be

sworn, please?
Do you solemnly swear the testimony you give before this Commission will

be the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth, so help you God's
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Commander lBosw0LL. I do, sir.

The CIIAIRUAN. Be seated, plense. 

7 

th r

.~r. SPEc F.. Will you fstate your full name for the record, plense.

Commander BosWill J. Thornton Boswell, Commander, Medical Corps, U.S.

lavy.
Nr. SpEcrTE. What Is your profeslonit

Commander BOSWELL. Physician.

Mr. SPEcrFR. And where did you obtalin your medical degree, please?

Commander BosWF.L. At the College of Medicine, Ohio State University.

|3r. Srs.crma. And what experience have you had in your professional line

ubscquent to obtaining that degree?

I Commander toRWELL I interned In the Navy and took my pathology train-

lr at St. Albans Naval Hospital in New York. I was certified hy the Amierican

noard of Pathology in both clinical and pathological anatomy In 195j7 and 19O58.

Mlr. S RECTE. And wimt Is your duty assignment at the present time?

Commander BosWELL. I am the Chief of Pathology at the National Naval

edical School.
IMr. S;EcpER. Did you have occasion to participate In the autoposy of the

nte President Kennedy?
Commander BoswELL. I d(id.

Mr. SPEcTrR. And did you assist Doctor Humes at that time?

Commander BoswELL. Yes, sir.

Mr. SPEcTER. Have you been present here today during the entire course of

Doctor Humes' testimony?

Commander BOswELL- I have, sir; yes.

I Mr. SPEcTER. Do you have anything that you would like to add by way of

plaboration or modifiCation to that wvhich Doctor Humes bas testified?

ICommander BosWELL- None, I lbelleve. Doctor Humes has stated essentially

vbat is the culmination of our examination and our subsequent conference, and

rerything Is exactly as we had determined our conclusions.

Mlr. SpErER. And are you one of the three coauthors of the autopsy report

vhich has been previously identified as a Commission Exhibit?

Commander BoswELL. Yes; I am.

i Mr. SPECTER. All the facts set forth therein are correct In accordance with

our analysis and evaluation of the situation?

Commander RoswELL- Yes.

AMr. SPEcrER. And specifically, as to the points of entry and points of exit

hivbch have been testified to by Doctor Humes, do bis views express yours as

iell? 

i

Commander BoswELL. They do, yes.

Mr. SPECER. Doctor Boswell, would you state for the record what your con-

lusion was as to the eause of death of President Kennedy?

Commander BoswELL. The brain injury was the cause of death.

Mr. SPEcTER. And in the absence of brain injury, what, in your view, would

bave been the future status of President Kennedy's mortality, If he bad onily

tamned the Wvound inflicted in 385?9

Commauder BoswELL. I believe it would have been essentially an uneventful

Ie o e y I o l h a e b e ea il re ai ed ain d otthink I t w ul hvev be entk t°|oflittle consequence.

Mr. SPEcTER. Those are my only questions. Mr. Chief Justice.

The CHAIRMAN. Does anyone have any questions of the Commander? If

poCommander, thank you very much, Indeed. You have been very helpful to

Mr. SPEcTRE Colonel Flack.

5ESTIMONY OF LT. COL PIERRE A. FINCK, PHYSICIAN, U. S. ARMY

IThe CHAIRMAN. Colonel Flnck.
I Colonel, will you raise your right hand and be sworn? Do you solemnly swear

'that the testimony you give before this Commission will be the truth, the whole

truth, and nothing but the truth, so help you God?
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Colonel FiscK. I do.
The CHAIRMAN. Will you be seated. please, Colonel? 0'
Mr. SPFCTER. Would you state your full name for the record, please?

Colonel FINcK. My first name Is Pierre. My middle Initial IN "A". My last

name is Finck.
Mr. SrzcTaR. What Is your profession, sir?

Colonel FiNcK. I am a physician.
Mr. SPcERa. And by whom are you employed?

Colonel FINcK. By the United States Army.

Mr. SPTER. And what is your rank?

Colonel FINCH. I am a lieutenant colonel in the Medical Corps.

Mr. SpcrTFR. Where did you obtain your medical degree?

Colonel FINCH. At the University of Geneva Medical School In Switzerland.

Mr. SPEcTES. And in what year did you obtain that degree?

Colonel FINcx. In 1948-
Mr. SPECTER. What has your experience been in the medical profession subse-

quent to obtaining that degree?

Colonel FiNcK. I had 4 years of training In pathology after my Internsbip,/

yea, Including 2 years of pathology at the University Institute of Pathology In

Geneva, Switzerland, and 2 years at the University of Tennessee Institute of

Pathology in Memphis, Tenn.

Mr. SPEcTmr And how long have you been in the United States Army?

Colonel FINCH. Since 1955.

Mr. SPECTER. AndwhathaveyourdutiesconsistedofintheArmy?
IColonel FiNc. From 1955 to 1958 I performed approximately 200 autopsies,

many of them pertaining to trauma including missile wounds. stationed at |;

Frankfort, Germany as pathologist of the United States Army Hospital in

Frankfurt, Germany.

Mr. SrzcTrEa Have you had any additional, special training or experience in

missile wounds?

Colonel xiNcc. For the past 3 years I was Chief of the Wound Ballistics

Pathology Branch of the Armed Forces Institute of Pathology and In that ca-

pacity I reviewed personally all the cases forwarded to us by the Armed Forces.

and some civilian cases from the United States and our forces overseas. The

number of these cases amounts to approximately 400 cases. I was called as

a consultant in the field of missile wounds for this particular case, and also last

year In February 1963. the Surgeon General of the Army sent me to Vietnam

for a wound ballistics mission. I had to testify In a murder trial involving a

30/30 rifle In the first week of March this year, and I came back yesterday after

one week in Panama where I had to testify. I was sent to Panama by the

Secretary of the Army regarding the fatalities of the events of 9-30 in January

of 1964.
Mr. SPEcTER. Have you been certified by the American Board of Pathology,

Doctor Finck?

Colonel FINCx. I was certified in pathology anatomy by the American Board

of Pathology in 1956, and by the same American Board of Pathology in the field

of forensic pathology In 1961.

Mr. SPECTER. Would you describe briefly for the Commission what forensic

pathology involves?

Colonel FIncK. Forensic pathology Is the study with the naked eye and with

the microscope of injuries, including missile wounds, trauma in general. In

summary, It Is the part of pathology In relation to the law, violent death being tX

homicide, be It suicide, accidental or undetermined. It also Includes unex-0

plained deaths, sudden deaths, and polsoniDg.

Mr. SPECT. Did you have occasion to participate in the autopsy of the late

President Kennedy?

Colonel FINCe. Yes; I did.

Mr. SPEcTEr. And are you one of the three coauthors of the autopsy report

which has been previously marked and Introduced into evidence here?

Colonel FINcL Yes, I am. '
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Mr. SPECTEr. Have you had occasion to conduct any experiments on the effect

of missile penetration of the brain reflected In the chart which you have brought

with you here today?
Colonel FINCK. No. sir.
Mr. SPFCTERs Of the skull-let me phrase the question this way: What does

the test which is depicted on the dlocumlent before you relate to?-

Colonel FiNcE. It is based on my observations, not on experiments.

Mr. SPECTER. Would you lass that to me, sir, so that I may mark that as a

Commission Exhibit, and then I will ask you to Identify it, please?

Mr. Chief Justice, may I mark as Commission Exhibit No. 400 a document?

The CHAIRMAN. It may be marked.
(The document wna marked Conmmismsion Exhibit No. 400 for Identifleation.)

'Mr. SrEcrsR. I will ask Doctor Finck to describe it for us, please.

Colonel FINCK. This is a scheme which I prepared before the 22d of November.

It is a teaching scheme, but It applies to the case In discussion. It will be of

help in understanding how I could Identify the entrance and the exit by exami-

nation of bone. "A" represents the bony portion of the skull. "B" represents

the cavity of the head, the cranial cavity. "0" represents the entrance and "D"

represents the exit. The arrows Indicate the missile path.

This scheme is based upon observation of through and through wounds of bone,

and the same differences apply to a pane of glass. The surface struck first by the

missile in relation to the surface struck next by the missile this one, shows a

smaller diameter, which means that If you look at the bYf entrance in this

case here, C, from the outside you will not see a crater. If you examine it from

the inside, you will see a crater corresponding to the bevelling, coning, shelving,

previously described by Commander Humes.
In the case we are discussing today, It was possible to have enough curvature

and enough portion of the crater to Identify positively the wound of entrance at

the site of the bone.
'Mr. SPECTER. Relating then your evaluation of the situation with respect to

President Kennedy, and turning to Commission Exhibit No. 388, what is your

opinion as to whether point A Is a wound of entrance or exit?

Colonel FINCH. My opinion as regards Exhibit 388, letter A, Is that this wound

Is the wound of entrance.
Mr. SPEcTER. And what are the characteristics of that wound which lead you

to that conclusion?

Colonel FINCx. The characteristics were that seen from the inside of the skull,

I could see a beveling In the bone, a beveling that could not be seen when the

wound was seen from outside the skull.

Mr. SPECTER. Are there any other individual characteristics that led you to

conclude A was the wound of entrance?
Colonel FINcK. No.

Mr. SPECTER. Were you present when the three pieces of scalp were recon-

structed to form the major portion of the absent part of President Kennedy's

skull which Doctor Humes described?
Colonel FINCx. I was present when several portions of bone were brought.

Mr. SPECTER. And what did you observe, if anything, as to a reconstructed

bole from those three portions of skull?

Colonel FINCH. May, I refer to my scheme?

Mr. SPECTER. Please do.
Colonel FINCH. For the sake of demonstration.

SMr. SPECTER. Fine. D

Colonel FINCx. At the level of the wound of exit, X, in my scheme, Commission

Exhibit No. 400, when viewed from the inside of the skull, there was no crater,

j whereas when the wound is seen from the outside of the skull, there was beveling,

cratering, or coning-this is possible to determine an exit even If only a portion

of the bone Is submitted, for the reason that if there was enough bone submitted,

there is enough curvature to Identify the Inside and outside of the skull. There-

Ifore the fragment, to give you an example, this portion at the level of the wound

. s of exit can be oriented, and the outer surface of the skull and the Inner surfaceI

of the skull may be Identified due to the curvature.

And then you look at the direction of the beveling and you do see the beveling
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when looking from the outside and you can Identify an exit wound. And that is
what I (id1, and now I am referring to the actual case In discussion, Commission
Exhibit 388.

Mr. SPEcTeR. That Is B?
Colonel FIlnCK. Letter B. We will see portions of Ibone In this genernl area, the

large wound in the bone on the right side of the skull if lPresident Kennedy. I
had enough curvature to idenitify outside of the skull, and insidle of the skull, as
the first step to orient the specimen, and then I could determine the location of
the beveling, and I could therefore say that B,.Comnmission Exhibit 388, IR a
wound of exit.

Mr. SPrEcTrs Based on your observations and conclusions, was President Ken-
nedy shot from the front, rear, side or what?

Colonel FiNcx. Presidlent Kennedy was, In any opinion, shot from the rear.
The bullet entered in the back of the head and went out on the right side of his
skull, producing a large wound, the greatest dimension of which was approxi-
mately 13 centimeters.

Mr. SPECTER. And as to angle, was he shot from below, from level, from above,
or what, In your opinion?

Colonel FINCI. In my opinion, the angle can be determined only approxi-
mately due to the fact that the wound of entrance is fairly small and could give
enough precision in the determination of the path, but the dimension of the
wound of exit, letter B of Exhibit 388, is so large that we can only give an
approximate angle. In my opinion, the angle was within 45 degrees from the
horizontal plane.

Mr. SPECTER. Is that to say that there was a 4.5-degree angle of declination
from the point of origin to the point of impact, from the point of origin of the
bullet where the bullet came from a gun until the point where It struck President
Kennedy?

The CHAIRMAN. In other words, you mean was he shot from above or below.
Mr. SPECTER. Yes.
Colonel FINCK. I think I can only state, sir, that he was shot from above and

behind.
Mr. SPECTER. At this time I move for admission Into evidence Exhibit 400,

Mr. Chief Justice.
The CHAIRMAN. It may be admitted.
(The document was marked Commission Exhibit No. 400 for identification,

and was received in evidence.)
Mr. SPECTER. As to Exhibit 385, Dr. Flack, was point C a point of entry

or a point of exit, in your opinion?
Colonel FINCK. In my opinion point C of Commission's Exhibit 385 is a wound

of entrance.
Mr. SPECTcm And what is the basis for that conclusion?
Colonel FINCK. The basis for that conclusion is that this wound was rela-

tively small with clean edges. It was not a jagged wound, and that is what
we see In wound of entrance at a long range.

r Mr. SPEcTEa. Were you present here today and did you hear the entire testi-
mony of Doctor Humes?

Colonel FINCK. Yes: I did.
Mr. SPECTER. And do you concur in Dr. Humes' statements and opinions

regarding the point of entry C, point of exit D, and general angle on the flight
of the missile?

Colonel FINCH. I certainly do.
Mr. SPEcTER Then from what direction was President Kennedy shot on entry

point C?
Q._ Colonel FINCI. From behind and above. i

Mr. SPECTER. Were the bullets used dumdum bullets, in your opinion, Dr.
Flack?

Colonel FINCR. In what wound, sir?
Mr. SPEcrcL Well, start with the head wound, or the back wound, either one.
Colonel FINCH. In all the wounds considered, on the basis of the aspect of

the wound of entrance, dumdum bullets were not used.
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lir. Spwers And whait characteristiCs of dumdum bullets were absent, in

your opinion-in your evaluation of these wounds? were

Colonel FiNcx. I would expect more jagged, more irregular and larger wounds;

of entrance than described in this case.

Representative FoNI. With a d(Itidum bullet?

Colonel FINCK. With a duniduim bullet.

Mir. SpEcTER. With respect to the question of likelihood of Governor Connally

having been wounded In the back and chest with the same bullet which passed

through President Kennedy in 3P.5, what reduction would there be, If any, In

the velocity, considering the relative positions of the two men in the automobile

as reflected In photograph, Exhibit 398?

Colonel FINCK. Of course, to reach precise figures we would need experiments

and similar circumstanices with the same type ammunitioni at the same distance

through two human cadavers, which I did not do. 
t

On the basis that if we assume that this Is one bullet going through President

Kennedy's body and also through Governor Conanally's body, the reduction of r
velocity would be of some extent after passing through President Kennedy's

body, but not having hit bones, the reduction In velocity, after going through

President Kennedy's body, would be minimal.

AIr. SrEcTrR. Would there be sufficient force then to Inflict the wound which

Dr. Humes described from the Parkland Hospital records as having been

Inflicted on Governor Connally's back and chest? .*

Colonel FIncK. There would be enough energy to go through the body of the

Governor.
Air. SPECTER. In expressing your opinion on that subject, Doctor Finck, have 462-.

you taken into account the assumptions on distance, that we are dealing here

with a weapon that has a muzzle velocity in the neighborhood of slightly in

excess of 2,000, and that the vehicle carrying these two individuals was approxi-

mately 150, about 150 feet away from the site of origin of the missile?

Colonel FINCK. At this range, a bullet of this velocity loses very little velocity,

and keeps upon impact a large amount of kinetic energy.

Mr. SPECTER. You heard the whole of Doctor Humes' testimony, did you not?

Colonel FINCK. Yes; I did.

MIr. SPECTER. Do you have anything that you would like to add to what he said?

Colonel FINCK. No.

Mfr. SPECTER. Or would you like to modify his testimony in any way?'

Colonel FINcK. No.
lr. SPECTER. Do you subscribe to the observations and procedures which he

outlined during the course of his testimony?

Colonel FxIcK. I do.
Mir. SPEcTER. As having been conducted on President Kennedy?

Colonel FINCK. I do.

Air. SPEcTER. And do you share the opinions which he expressed in their

entirety in the course of his testimony here today?

Colonel FINCK. I do.

The CHAIRMAN. You might be seated, Colonel.

Mr. AlcCLoY. Just as truthful seated as standing.

Representative FORD. HOW many cases did you Investigate to develop this

theory shown by Commission Exhibit 400?

Colonel FINCK. Among the more than 400 cases I have reviewed, several of

them-I cannot give you an exact figure, I do not tabulate them, but many of

them had through and through wounds of the skull as well as of flat bones,

as, for Instance, the sternum. the bone we have In front of our chest, and this

would apply also to a through and through wound of the sternum. I have cases

like that.
There was a specific case in which I was able to identify the entrance at the

level of the sternum on the same basis as the criteria I have given for the skull.

Whenever a bullet goes through a flat bone, It will produce that beveling, that

cratering, shelving, and that I have seen in numerous cases.

Representative FORD. IS this a generally accepted theory In the medical

profession?
Colonel FINCx. Yes, sir; It Is. Am I allowed to quote a standard textbook?
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The CHAMRMAN. Yon may; yes srr.
Colonel Fzqcic. The textbook of legal medicine, pathology and toxieology byGonzalez, Vance, Hlrpern and Umberger does not give a scheme like I haveshown to you today, hut describes similar criteria.As you know, one of the authors of the book I mentioned Is still chief medicalexaminer of New York City, with 20,000 medlieal-examiner camep a year.Mr. SpEcTEn. Doctor Finek, after the path C-1D described In No. .W.. wouldthat he a straight line starting with the weapon Itself, or was that line devintedIn any way or altered when it passed through the body of President Kennedy!Colonel FINCtc. For practical purposes line C-D Is a straight line with littleor no deviation, the bullet not having hit bony structures.

Mr. SPECTF&. Dr. Finck, have you had an opportunity to examine Commis-slon's Exhibit 399?
Colonel FINCK. For the first time this afternoon, sir.Mr. SPFCTER. And based ulpon your examination of that bullet, do y'iu havean opinion as to whether In Its current condition it could have passed throughPresidlent Kennedy at point C-D In 385 and then inflicted the wound In theback and chest of Governor Connally?
Colonel FINCH. Yes; I do. This Is a bullet showing marks indicating thebullet was fired. The second point Is that there was practically no loss ofI this bullet. It kept its original caliber and dimensions. There was no evidencethat any major portion of the jacket was lost, and I consider this as one bulletwhich possibly could have gone through the wounds you described.Mr. SpecrTS. And could that bullet possibly have gone through PresidentKennedy in 388?
Colonel FINCK. Through President Kennedy's head? 388?Mr. SPECTER. And remained intact In the way you see It now?Colonel FINCK. Definitely not.
Mr. SPECTER And could it have been the bullet which Inflicted the woundon Governor Connally's right wrist?
Colonel FINCK. No; for the reason that there are too many fragmentsdescribed in that wrist.
Mr. SPECTER And Is the condition of Exhibit 399 consistent with the typeof a wound which Doctor Humes described on Governor Connally's rib?Colonel FINCH. Yes.
Mr. McCLoy. I have a question.
The CHAIRUANu. Go right ahead.
Mr. McCLOy. From your examination of Exhibit 399, can you Identify thecaliber of that bullet?
Colonel FINOK. The caliber of this bullet, if I could measure it, but I cannottouch it.
The CHAIRMAN. We can.
Colonel FnqcK. I would say it is consistent with a 6.5 mm.Mr. MCCLoy. Are you familiar with the Mannlicher 6.5 rifle?Colonel FINCx. I am familiar with the caliber 6.5. I can draw the calibersfor you on the blackboard.
Mr. McCLoy. What is the initial velocity of a 65 mm. bullet of that character?Colonel FINCK. Of the order of 2000 feet per second.Mr. MCGLOy. And you say there would not be a substantial diminution ofthat velocity either at the point of impact or at the point of exit?Colonel FINCK. That Is correctii
Mr. SPECTER One more question, Mr. Chief Justice.On 388, point A to B, what is your view, Dr. Flack, as to whether or notthat Is represented by a straight line going back to the point of origin of the 0. , ~weapon ?eColonel FINCH. The difficulty in Interpreting the path In line A-B of Com-nmission's Exhibit 388 Is that, one, there Is, as stated before, a large woundof exit, and, two, there Is a secondary path as Indicated by the fragmentsrecovered. So we can have an assumption and state that the general direction,the general path, the general angle of this missile was from behind and above'and that the bullet, markedly fragmented, went out of the President's head
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on the right side, but that a portion of this bullet which badly fragmented was

recovered within the skull.
Mr. SrPF:CTE. In view of the impact on the skull at point A, It Is unlikely to

be a straight line to B all the way back to the muzzle of the weapon as it is,

say, In .iW C-D, ill the way hack to the muzzle of the gun.
Colonel FINCK. In C-D, Commission's Exhibit 3815, due to the fact that there

was no fragmentation, I can say that It is a straight line from behind and

above, whereas here, due to the fragmentation and to the dual path, I can't
give a precise angle, but I can say that the Injury Is consistent with a wound

produced by one bullet producing many fragments.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator, have you any questions you want to ask?
Mr. IMcCioy. May I ask one?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes; go right ahead.

Mr. McC1oy. Did you examine any of the fragments which were removed

from the President's skull?
Colonel FINCR. I only saw one fragment shown to me when I arrived

at Bethesda, and It was an elongated black metallic fragment, and that is the

only one I saw to my recollection. I was told that it had been removed from

the brain of President Kennedy in the anterior portion of his head.

Mr. McCLoy. From that bullet, that fragment, could you determine, was It

sufficiently large to determine from the ballistic evidence the caliber of the
bullet?

Colonel FINCK. No, sir; for the reason that to determine the caliber you need
the entire bullet, or at least an entire portion. You need a portion of the bullet
showing the entire diameter, and I was not shown that. I was shown a fragment
which represented a very small portion of the original bullet. Therefore, at that
time I could not say anything on the possible original caliber.

Mr. MCCLOY. You examined no fragment which did contain those character-

istics? pcrt.L1 cad
Colonel FiNcx. No, sir; I did not see any entire bullet orxbullet showing the

entire diameter.
The CHAIRMAN. Congressman Ford?

Representative FORD. I believe you testified, Colonel, that you concurred in the

previous testimony by Commander Humes and Commander Boswell, and that
you were one of the co-authors of the autopsy. At any time during this process

where you were conducting the autopsy, was there any disagreement between

any one of you three, any difference of opinion as to anything involved in the

autopsy?
Colonel FINCx. No, sir.
Representative FoRD. There has been complete unanimity on what you saw,

1 what you did, and what you have reported?
Colonel FINCK. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Cooper?

Senator CoopEm Colonel, I would like for you to look at Exhibit 388 and at the

possible trajectory of the bullet which entered President Kennedy's head at A

and then mark It as a possible point of exit by "out". You remember there was
testimony about a portion of the bullet from point A to the place on the diagram

marked "fragment" where a fragment was found. I would like to ask if it Is

possible that the trajectory of the bullet, from the point of origin, could have

been A to this point marked "fragment" as well as from A to the place marked .ji

"out"?
Colonel FINCH. I don't think so, sir.
Senator COOPER. Why? Would you explain that answer?
Colonel FINcc. I wozid think that I would consider the midportion of this i-

exit wanld labeled B. Exhibit 388, as the wound produced by most of the
fragments and the major portions of the fragmenting bullet. This is only a small

portion of It which makes me say that this is a secondary path.

Senator COOPER. What was the size of the fragment relative to the size of the

missile of the 6.5 Mannlicher, fired from the 6.5 Mannllcher rifle?
Colonel FINCR. Approximately one-tenth, or even less.

Representative FoRD. From your numerous case studies, is it typical for a
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bullet, for a missile in this circumstance as shown in 388, to fragment to the

degree that this one apparently did?

COlOnlel FINCK. Yes, it is quite common to find a wound of exit much larger

than tlue wounld of entranice for wvenpons commonly used. ntto.hedIre

Representative Fobu. But iH it typical for the missile to fragment to the degree

that this one did as shown In Exhibit 388?

('colonel FINCK. Yes; It is.

Representative Fonn. IS It typical to find only a limited number of frakments

as you apparently (lid in this case?

Colonel FINCK. This depends to a great extent on the type of ammunition used.

There are manYl tvpesm of biliflets, jacketel, not-jaCL-eted. polntedl, 41401wW-n| k4|

holiow-ploint5. atols, roundnos e, all these different shapes will have a different

Tholrewareinammy, typs rof ullts, jaktd o-aktd ontadtion ff. d

influence on tihe pat ttIrn of the wound and the degree of fragmentation.

Represeltative Fonn. That is all. l-
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Colonel, very much for your help.

Colonel FINCK. YoU are welcome, sir.

Representative FoRD. May I ask just one qulestion?

The CHAIRMI AN. Yes; Colonel, we would like to ask just one more question.

Representative FORD. Do these two wounds represent the same or a different

kind of bullet?
Colonel FINcK. You are referring to one wound and this other wound here?

Represtentative FORD. I am referring to the wound shown in Exhibit 388 identi-

fled as point of entry A, and wound in Exhibit 385 Identified as C.

Colonel FINCK. Due to the difference In the nature of the tissue, difference in

the nature of the target, It Is perfectly possible that these two wounds came

fron the same type ot bullet, that one hit bony structures and the other one did

not, and that explains the differences between the patterns of these two wounds.

Representative FORD. Why one fragmented and one did not.

Colonel FINCK. Yes.
(Discussion off the record.)

The CHAlaMAN. Gentlemen, again thank you very much.

(Whereupon, at 3:45 pam., the President's Commission recessed)

'.;14

Wednesday, March 18, 1964

TESTIMONY OF MICHAEL R. PAINE AND RUTH HYDE PAINE

The President's Commission met at 9 n.m. on March 18, 1964, at 200 Mary-

land Avenue NE., Washington, D.C.

Present were Chief Justice Earl Warren, Chairman; Senator John Sherman

Cooper, Representative Gerald R. Ford, John J. McCloy, and Allen W. Dulles,

members.

Also present were J. Lee Rankin, general counsel; Wesley J. Liebeler, assist-

ant counsel, Albert E. Jenner, Jr., assistant counsel; Dr. Alfred Goldberg, his-

torian; and Charles Murray, observer.

TESTIMONY OF MICHAEL R. PAINE

The CHMiRMAN. The Commission will be in order.

Mr. Paine, I will just read a brief statement concerning the purpose of the

meeting today which Is our practice.

The purpose of this hearing Is to take the testimony of Mr. and Mrs. Michael R.

Paine. The Commission has been advised that Mr. and Mrs. Paine made the

acquaintance of the Oswalds during 1963, and that Mrs. IMarina Oswald lived

In the Paine home from late September 1963 up to the time of the assassination.
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PATCQ=(lAL 2P 29MUM104 ROST

OJIXfDCAL SDUITZ kAccording to avilable Information the
d cad rresdut Jen P. Kennedy

was riig in An Opena tC n ta to d durX e- f visit to Dallas. Tex"

en 22 November 1963. The President was *ittiag in the right rer seat with Mrs.

Kennedy Seated en the "me seat to his left. Sitting directly in front of the

Anreldent we GOVerTOr Joba D. Coonolly of Texs end directly in ftrent of MrC. EmedY

oAt Mre. Connally. The vehicle was covin at a slov rate of Spaed do an Incline
i eto an underpass that leads to a freeway route to the Dalla Trade Hart wbaeztthe

Prcesident we to deliver an address.

Three sbota were beard and the President

fell forward bleeding fra the bead. (Covertor Connally was aerioualy wounded by the

Am gunfire.) Aeeerding to nev4"Pezr tPerts (-ahntd n be Post, oem er b3 93

Bob Jackson. a Dallas ~'Tim"~ flerawlhIotograpbet . said be Looke d around as he heard

the sbots And saw a rifle barrel disappearing into a window an an upper floor of the

nearby Tex-a School Book Depository Building.

Shortly following the wounding of the two

mm ne the car wa driven to Y rklad lRospittA in Dallas. la the emntgeacy room of th t

bocpttal tbe President wa ttonded by Dr. Malcolm arr,. Telephone cemtaatiot vtth

Dr. Perry n Nove=ar 23. 1963 develops the following information relative to the ob-

ae ttona rmade by Dr. Perry and proe dures performed there prior to death. C

Dr. Perry noted the massive wound of the

bead and a second loueb wllr wound of the low anterior neck in approximtely the

midline. A tracbeostomy was perforced by erending the looter wound. At this point

bloody afr was noted bubbling from the wound and an injury to the right lateral wall

of th. trachea ws observed. Incisions were made in the upper anterior chest wall

bilacerally to combat possible subcutaneous mphybsem. Intravenous infusions of blood

end saline were begun and oxygen was administered. Despite these moasurea cardiac

arrest occurred and closed cheat cardiac massage failed to re-eatablish cardiat actiot.

The President wa pronounced dead approxmately thirty to forty minutes after receiving

his wounds.

The remains were tranaported via the-

Presidential plane to Wasbington, D.C. and subsequently to the Naval Medical School,

I ational Naval Medical Center. Bethesda. Maryland for postortam e ti

C331AL DESCRITION 0 BODY: The body is that of a mscnlar, wel-

. e developed and well nourished Adult CaunasSz

* ale measuring 
7

2l inches end wighing Approximately 170 pounds. There is begiIni

rigor nortis, minial dependent liver mortis of the dorsua. and early algor eortis. The

hair is reddish brown and abundant, the eyes 're blue, the right pupil measuring a a.

in diameter, the left 4 anr, There is ema and ecchymosis of the ne r crnhna region

of the left eyelid waasuring approximately 1.5 e. in greatest diaeter. There is ed-

and acchymoais diffusely over the right supra-orbital ridge with borma mobiity of

the underlying bone. (The ramainder of the scalp will be descrtbed with the skl)
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MATIOC 2-2l2 am 4S

.it'ated is the poetertw icalp appruimsetely LS ma. laterally.to the Tight and
slightly ahoy. the a rel. occipital protuerance La a lasertted W meaturing
I5 .. in the uerlying hos to a oorreepandig wo.mi through the skull who

S . ehihit bveling 1f the rgi s of the bone %e aviewed fro theM i sr aspect 0f
the shell.

Clearly visible in the abe, deecribed

large skull defect sd odntg tra It to lacerated btals tiasu wthich a close
inspectios provs to repreacnt the major porties of the right cerebral bhmispbere.
At this point It la noted that the ftlz earebri ia otensively lacerated with di.-
ruption of the superior eaggital alone.

Vpon reflecting the scalp oultiple coplete .
fracture liee are "aen to radiate tron both the larne defect at the verteb and the
.maller und at the occiput. Thee vary greatly In Length and directios, the lageret
rsasurnlg apprdimately 19 cm. The reult in the productios of semarows fragmenti
: ich vary In size from a few millimeter. to 10 cm. In greatest dieoeter. i

the cooplexity of the" fractures d the
fragments thus produced tam satisfactory werbal ddscription sad are bemar appreciated
in photographs and roentgenogrma uhich ae prepared.

the brains r d d preserved for
further stud tollown fornati fxtiotz n -

Deceived separate specime from Dalle. .

STa are three tragents of skull bon icb in aggregate roughly approximate the
dimensions of the large. defect described ahove. At mne eale of the largest of the
fragments is a partioe of the perimeter of a roughly circular woud presuinbly of ,
emit which eshibits beveling of the outer aspect of the boen snd is estimated to
meaure eppraximatoly 2.5 to 3.0 ca. in dieneter. toentgengrma of this tra t n;t
revealidnute particles of metal In the bone at this margin. Roentgeograms df the -
skull reveal multiple minute mstallic fragments along a li1e corresponding with a line
joining thd sbove described smll occipital wound and the right supra-orbital ridge.
Tram the surface of the disrupted right cerebral cortex two smell irregularly shaped
frgets of mtal a recover d. These maure 7 x 2 mm nd 3 ax 1L These arc

placed in the custody of Agents Trenci X. O'Neill, Jr nd James W. Sibert d to e
Federal Bureau of Investigation, whb executed a receipt thbrefor (attached).

2. The second wound presunably of entry
is that described shove in the upper right posterior thorax. Beneath the skIn there
Li ecchymotsi of subcueous tiss"ue snd musculature, tbe aade peth through the ii
fescia and musculature caot be easily probed. The vound presumsbly of exit was
that described by Dr. Maelcolm Perry of Dallae La the low anterior cervical region.

- them observed by Dr. Parry the wound measured "a few millimeters in dimtr bow h:-
ever It ws extended as a trebeot incision and thue its character is distorted
at the tine of autopsy. However there is considerable ecehysos i of the strap - 3, '

maclee of the right aide of tb en aed of the feecia sbout the tracha adjacent -
to the line of the trcho tmy wound. The third paint of reference in comnecting

. . . . . . , - - j *t4h.-
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6 Deocabar 1963

Frro C*Mnwiug Officer. U. S. Naval HodScal School

To. Vi ~.:Lte E*ce Physician
via: C ,;ntin Officer, NatiOnal Navel " lCeteCt'?

Subj: Supple=GntSry report of Naval Mdical School autopsy No. A63-272.

John F. mennedy; forwarding of

1. All copLoe of the above subject final SupplamtMy report are fotr-

varded herewith.

J.L MmoVa. ,' .!r

- . . . -... .. . ..

6 Decebar 1963

FlJ S; ESD13 tr

Fro= Coeanding Officer. National Naval )edical Center

To: The Ltite Emse Physician

I. Forwarded. -- ,,

C. B. 
, -ALU-
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Bullet that fell f rom stretcher 399

of Texas Governor Connally ..

Scheme illustrating a Perforating 400
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INVESTIGATION OF

THE ASSASSINATION OF PRESIDENT JOHN F. KENNEDY

HEARINGS

Before the President's Commission

on the Assassination

of President Kennedy

PURSUANT Tro ExcTrrvE ORDER 11130, an Executive order creating a

Commission to ascertain, evaluate, and report upon the facts relating

to the assassination of the late President John F. Kennedy and the

subsequent violent death of the man charged with the assassination

and S.J. REs. 137, 88TH CoNoREss, a concurrent resolution conferring

upon the Commission the power to administer oaths and affirmations,

examine witnesses, receive evidence, and issue subpenas
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I |PERFORATING MISSILE WOUND OF THE SKULL

Arrows indicate missile Path.
Entrance in often smaller than exit because of bullet Imushrooming' or tumbling and/or secondary missih1f
Note 'coning.' 'cratering.' or 'beveling' of the bone.
The diameterof the hole is smaller on~the impact sid. (The samedifferences of diameterapplytoa glass pua

(Scheme by Scientific Illustration Division. APIP,
from.data provided by i Col Pierr A. F.nck. MC, USA. AFIP Neg. 63-4825.)
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